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Abstract 

 

The proposed Sempra 1250 megawatt (MW) tieline connecting the California grid to 

envisioned new wind-farms in Mexico is not just about electricity. It is also about 

foregone opportunities, lost human capital investment, lost worklives, lost tax revenues, 

and diminished economic development prospects; and also, it is about which regulatory 

authority, California or Mexico, should oversee the environmental impacts of building 

green generation capacity for the California grid. Finally, it is about undoing some of the 

economic benefits and jobs stimulated by the first set of federally subsidized, utility-

scale, solar projects fast-tracked by the Interior Department. 
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Should Green Jobs Be Outsourced? 

A Case Study of Lost Jobs and Lost Opportunities 

Executive Summary 

The proposed Sempra 1250 megawatt (MW) tieline connecting the California grid to envisioned new 

wind-farms in Mexico is not just about electricity.  It is also about foregone opportunities, lost human 

capital investment, lost worklives, lost tax revenues, and diminished economic development prospects; 

and also, it is about which regulatory authority,  California or Mexico, should oversee the environmental 

impacts of building green generation capacity for the California grid.  Finally, it is about undoing some of 

the economic benefits and jobs stimulated by the first set of federally subsidized, utility-scale, solar 

projects fast-tracked by the Interior Department.   

 

Approving the Sempra tieline into Mexico will result in: 

 5 years of lost construction work 

 3000 lost construction job-years including 2450 lost to Imperial County, California  

residents 

o (At 27.9%, Imperial County has the highest unemployment rate in the country) 

 3450 lost job-years overall in Imperial County (2450 construction plus 1000 spinoff jobs) 

 9800 lost job-years in California, including Imperial County 

 15,000 lost job-years in the US. including California 

 $550 million in lost wages (plus additional losses in benefits) over 5 years 

 $300 million loss in local, state and federal business and personal taxes 

 $4.5 million loss in local human capital investment in Imperial County 

 103 Imperial County youth deprived of apprenticeship training and skill acquisition 

 $127 million net present value of lost lifetime wages and benefits associated with foregone 

training 

 40 permanent operation and maintenance jobs lost in Imperial County amounting to 

1000 lost job-years over 25 years 

 $78 million in the net present value of lost wages and benefits in Imperial County from 

the lost operations jobs in addition to the aforementioned $550 million in lost wages 

associated with lost construction and related spinoff jobs 

 

Sempra, the parent company of San Diego Gas & Electric, proposes to outsource 1250 MW of 

green electrical generating capacity to Mexico by connecting a one-mile tieline from Mexico to the 

Southwest Powerlink electrical transmission line close to the San Diego County and Imperial County 

border.  (See map below: Figure 1)  This proposal, if approved, would outsource to Mexico 5 years of work 

for 600 construction workers, 489 of whom otherwise would have been residents of Imperial County, and 

111 of whom would have traveled from other parts of California, Arizona and Southern Nevada to work in 

Imperial County.  In total, 3000 direct, on-site construction job-years (600 workers times 5 years) will be 

taken from the U.S. construction labor market and transferred to Mexico.  In addition to these lost 
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construction jobs, 40 permanent operation and maintenance jobs will be lost.  Over a 25 year lifespan of 

these types of facilities, 40 lost operations jobs amount to 1000 lost local job-years taken from the 

Imperial County labor market.  Overall, the U.S. labor market would lose 4000 job-years in direct, 

construction and operation work by approving Sempra's proposal.  Almost 90% of these direct job-losses 

would be lost in the Imperial County labor market itself.  

Imperial County can ill-afford to lose any jobs.  In April, 2011, Imperial County's unemployment 

rate stood at 27.9%, the highest county unemployment rate in the nation.  Construction employment in 

Imperial County is down 50% from early 2008.  The loss of 489 long-lasting construction jobs in this 

small county of 170,000 people, at this time of deep economic crisis simply rubs grit and salt into an 

already gaping wound.  But the job losses from Sempra's proposal do not stop at the construction-site gate 

nor at the county line. 

The loss of direct construction employment would lead to a spinoff of an additional 1000 lost job-

years elsewhere on other types of jobs in the local Imperial County labor market.  Because the Imperial 

County population is small, the spinoff losses from outsourcing these jobs to Mexico will spread to the 

overall California and U.S. labor markets through supply-chain and consumer-chain channels.  In total, 

outsourcing this work to Mexico will mean that the U.S. labor market will lose from 10,000 to 15,000 job-

years, a multiple of from 3 to 5 times the direct job-years lost on the construction work itself.   These 

15,000 lost job-years correspond to net present value of $550 million in lost earnings.  

With the loss of direct construction  work alone, comes more than $4.5 million of lost human 

capital investment through the loss of more than 100 apprentices whose 5 years of training would have 

been financed by this construction work.  Over the courses of their worklives, in net present value, 

collectively these workers will lose $127 million in reduced wages and benefits due to this lost training. 

Of the 103 apprentices that would have been on this Imperial County work, 75 would have been 

electrician apprentices.  Each of the 75 skipped-over electrical apprentices regrettably will forego more 

than $36,000 of human capital investment in classroom and lab training that contractors otherwise 

would have invested in them.  This lost human capital investment is equivalent to what the State of 

California invests for the first three years of a student's undergraduate training at the University of 

California.  Outsourcing this type of work to Mexico is like closing a university in the harm that it does to 

post-secondary education for blue-collar workers in Imperial County. 

The loss to these individuals is also a loss to Imperial County which will lose the services and 

economic development advantages of having 103 additional, highly skilled construction workers within 

the local construction labor force.  Given that the total size of Imperial County's construction labor force is 

about 2000 workers, this amount to a 5% loss in the total skill makeup available to local construction 

contractors.  Because long-term local economic development is partially a function of near-run local 

human capital accumulation, the dead-weight loss of this training will prove to be a permanent drag on 

future economic development in Imperial County. 

The loss of construction jobs and consequent loss of spinoff jobs during the period of construction 

alone reduces local, state and federal tax revenues by almost $300 million.  More lost tax revenues are 

associated with the absence of these power-generating facilities within the County over the 25-year, 

expected lifetime of this power generation.  Sempra's tieline proposal is about importing electricity, but it 

is also about  outsourcing jobs, foregoing human capital investments, lost careers and lost tax revenues. 

This Report begins on page 12 with an Introduction.  A map of the Sempra proposal, a set of 

frequently asked questions (FAQs), the author's bio, and a Table of Contents precede the Introduction.  

Readers may review the FAQs prior to reading the Report to familiarize themselves with some of the 

conceptual issues and conclusions of the Report; or refer back to the FAQs and map as needed.  
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Map of Sempra's Proposed Cross-Border Transmission Tieline 

This map of Sempra's proposal will help the reader visualize Sempra's cross-border transmission request: 

 

Figure 1: Map of Sempra Energy's proposed Sierra Juarez 1250 MW  one-mile, cross-border 
transmission tieline connecting proposed wind farms in Mexico to an existing U.S. Southwest 
Powerlink transmission line on the border of Imperial and San Diego counties. 

FAQs: Concepts and Conclusions 

These frequently asked questions will help the reader understand some of the conceptual issues and 

conclusions found in this report.  They may be reviewed now or referred to as needed while reading the 

report.  The report itself begins with the Introduction section below. 

What is a "job" in analyzing job losses? 
Whenever someone gets hired, that person has a new job.  But that new job could last 4 months, 4 years or 

40 years.  Obviously, there is a lot more work, income and spinoff effects from 40 years of work compared 

to just 4 months of work.  So in analyzing job losses or job gains, economists have standardized the 

concept of "job" as a "job-year."  A job-year is 52 weeks of 40 hours of work per week, or 2080 hours 

equaling one year's worth of work.  When an economist looking at the economic impact of building a new 
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solar farm says that this solar farm will create 3000 new jobs on the construction site, that economist 

means 3000 new job-years. 

Does that mean there will 3000 construction workers on the construction 
site? 
Not necessarily.  If a construction project requires 3000 job-years, and the construction will last one year, 

than we would expect, on average, 3000 construction workers on that worksite.  However, if the job is 

expected to take 5 years, then we would expect, on average, there would be 600 construction workers on 

the worksite at any given time.  (600 workers time 5 years equals 3000 job-years). 

What are the spinoff or multiplier effects of 3000 new jobs from a new 
construction site? 
Any construction site requires materials as well as workers.  The materials bought for the new 

construction site will create new jobs somewhere else in order to make and transport these new 

construction materials to where the new construction is taking place.  This new upstream demand will 

create new jobs spun-off from the new construction work.  Also, the workers on the new construction site 

will spend their new wages buying food, paying for their homes, buying cars, gas and other consumer 

goods and services.  This new consumer demand will create new spinoff jobs downstream in the consumer 

market. 

If a new green power-plant is built in Mexico instead of in the U.S., 
wouldn't the American construction workers just go work somewhere 
else? 
Sure, if there was full employment.  But today we have the worst labor market since World War Two.  

California is one of the hardest hit states while Imperial County, with an unemployment rate of almost 

28% in April 2011, is the hardest hit county in the nation.  Furthermore, construction employment in 

Imperial County is only half of what it was in early 2008.  So a job lost to Mexico in the aftermath of the 

Great Recession means an unemployed American construction worker stays unemployed. 

How do you calculate the multiple number of spinoff jobs from a new 
construction site? 
The new construction jobs are called the "direct" employment effect of the new work.  The new spinoff 

upstream supply-chain jobs are called the "indirect" employment effect.  The new spinoff downstream 

consumer-chain jobs are called the "induced" employment effect.  The "multiplier" effect is the multiple 

number of new indirect and induced spinoff jobs that are created by the original new direct construction 

jobs.  So the total number of new jobs is the direct jobs plus the indirect jobs plus the induced jobs.  The 

multiplier is the total number of jobs divided by the original new direct construction jobs. 

The multiplier effect from the original number of new direct construction jobs depends on how big an area 

you are looking at.  In a small county such as Imperial County, the multiplier will be small because the 

upstream supply-chain and the downstream consumer-chain will both be short.  The solar panels built for 

a solar farm will not be built in Imperial County.  So any new jobs created by a demand for solar panels 

will not create those new jobs in Imperial County.  (That new demand might not even create new jobs in 

California if those panels are imported from China).   
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But as you lift your gaze from Imperial County to California or higher still to the U.S. economy as a whole, 

the supply-chains and the consumer-chains will get longer; and the potential for new spinoff jobs making 

the construction materials or making the consumer goods to meet this new demand will grow 

substantially.  Still, the new demand coursing through these supply-chains and consumer-chains will not 

stay completely in the United States in any case.  If the solar panels come from China, or if a newly 

employed construction worker goes to Wal-Mart and buys an MP3 player made in Korea, some of the new 

spinoff jobs created by this new construction site will be created overseas. 

Standard computer programs have been created to estimate the within county, within state, and within 

U.S. new-jobs-effect of a new construction site.  These programs have been used widely to estimate the 

number of new jobs from new green electrical generating facilities, new bridges built on interstate 

highways, new companies coming to town or old companies leaving, etc. 

What is the multiplier that you use to calculate the jobs lost from 
building 1250 MW of green electrical generating capacity in Mexico and 
importing that electricity to the U.S. rather than building that same 
capacity here? 
For photovoltaic construction work, we calculate that the multiplier for Imperial County is 1.4, for 

California, it is 3.3 and for the U.S. as a whole it is 4.9. This means that for every 1 new direct job on this 

type of construction, there would be 0.4 new upstream and downstream spinoff jobs elsewhere in 

Imperial County; there would be 2.3 new upstream and downstream jobs in California; and there would 

be 3.9 new upstream and downstream jobs in the U.S. as a whole.  The longer the potential supply-chains 

and consumer-chains, the larger the multiplier effect.  These new jobs will be lost if Sempra is allowed to 

build its 1250 MW cross-border transmission tieline to Mexico. 

How many jobs in total would be lost in the U.S. if Sempra is allowed to 
build a 1250 MW transmission line and import green energy from Mexico? 
We calculate that 3000 direct construction jobs would be lost with 2445 of those being lost by Imperial 

County construction workers.  These 3000 jobs are measured in job-years, so if it took 5 years to put in 

place 1250 MW of photovoltaic generating capacity, then 600 individual construction workers would lose 

5 years worth of work each while 489 of those individuals would be Imperial County residents. 

In addition to these lost construction jobs, there would be almost 400 supply chain jobs and 600 

consumer chain jobs (measured in job-years) lost in Imperial County for a total Imperial County loss of 

3439 jobs (again measured in job-years).  But California (counting Imperial County)  would lose more.  

The loss of the original 3000 construction jobs would lead to a total loss of 9787 California jobs with more 

new jobs lost in the consumer-chain than in the supply-chain.   

But the U.S. (counting California) would lose the most.  The original 3000 lost construction jobs would 

lead to almost 15,000 lost new jobs overall with half of that overall job loss coming from lost consumer 

demand, a 30% from lost producer demand and 20% from the lost direct construction jobs themselves.  

These 15,000 lost job years imply $550 Million in lost earnings. 

What would be the tax loss associated with these lost jobs? 
At the federal, state and local levels taken together, the tax revenue loss would be almost $300 million. 
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You have talked about lost construction jobs.  Wouldn't there also be lost 
jobs running these facilities? 
Yes.  It would take about 40 workers to manage, operate and maintain 1250 MW of photovoltaic solar 

capacity.  These one or several facilities would last about 25 years each before they would have to be 

rebuilt.  So 1000 job-years of work in Imperial County would be lost over a 25 year period (40 workers 

times 25 years).  Plus, quite often, when the useful life of a power plant ends, the utility rebuilds at the 

same location.  So actually, building in Mexico as opposed to building in the U.S. may create unending 

Mexican benefits and unending Imperial County job losses. 

Construction workers do not stay on one job indefinitely.  Are there any 
long-term losses that continue past the lost jobs on the actual 
construction work itself? 
Yes.  Had Sempra built its green generation capacity in Imperial County instead of Mexico, contractors on 

the U.S. side of the border would have invested more than $4.5 million over 5 years in classroom and lab 

instruction for the more than 100 apprentices that would have worked on this job.   

For electricians, the largest group of apprentices, contractors would have invested more than $36,000 

over 5 years in classroom and lab instruction, plus provided hands-on, supervised on-the-job training.  

This lost human capital investment means that these 103 would-be apprentices will forego skills 

development, get less well-paying work, and each earn, a net present value in today's dollars, almost $1 

million less over their worklives than they would have earned had they received this training.  To give you 

an idea of the value of this lost training, the foregone human capital investment due to this lost work is 

equivalent to about what the State of California invests in the education of a University of California 

undergraduate over his or her first three years.   

Outsourcing a large, long-lasting construction site is like closing down a university.  Indeed, construction 

apprenticeship training is the largest system of privately financed higher education in the United States 

creating well-paid, middle-class, blue-collar jobs by investing huge sums in human capital on local youth 

while essentially putting each apprentice on scholarship because each apprentice earns while he learns. To 

make the apprenticeship system work, contractor-paid-for apprenticeship programs rely upon projects 

like the type  Sempra proposes to outsource to Mexico.  Imperial County also loses because local 

communities rely upon human capital investment in their young people to build a key component of 

future local economic development, namely a skilled local construction labor force. 

Would the new green electrical generating capacity built in Imperial 
County create new jobs overseas? 
Sure.  To the extent that either the contractor buys imports to build the project, or the workers buy 

imported consumer goods, some of the new demand from this construction will generate overseas jobs.  

But the biggest impact will be new domestic job creation because lots of the construction materials such as 

cement or fencing or wiring will be domestically made.  And while we all buy some imported goods when 

we go to the store, still many consumer goods and most consumer services are still made in the U.S.A.  So 

the biggest spinoff of new jobs will be domestic. 
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If the new green power generation was built in Mexico, wouldn't that 
create new jobs in the U.S.? 
Sure.  But the biggest new job benefits of building this green power in Mexico would go to Mexico.  First of 

all, the new direct construction jobs would all be Mexican.  Second, while Mexican consumers also buy 

imports, some from the U.S., nonetheless, most of their consumer services will be domestically provided 

and many of their consumer goods will be Mexican made.  Also, just as American buy Japanese and 

Korean cars, so do Mexicans.  So while building across the border will create some new jobs in the U.S., 

primarily through supply-chain channels, this new spinoff-job creation coming to the U.S. will be diluted 

because the U.S. will not be the only source of foreign goods Mexicans will buy, and the new consumer-

chain demand will still primarily snake through the Mexican domestic consumer sector. 

You say that Sempra intends to build wind farms in Mexico, yet you use as 
your alternative the building of solar farms in Imperial County.  Why? 
Currently a megawatt of wind energy is cheaper than a megawatt of solar energy, although solar energy 

costs have been falling.  The places where wind farms can be built are relatively limited and probably all of 

California's wind resources that can be developed responsibly with due consideration for environmental 

impacts will, in fact, be developed whether or not Sempra is allowed to construct its tieline.   

California requires that all utilities and other electricity providers in California get 33% of their electricity 

from renewable energy sources such as geothermal, wind and solar by the year 2020.  To achieve this 

goal, all of the geothermal and all of the wind resources in the state that can be developed responsibly 

with appropriate consideration of environmental impacts will be developed; and still the 33% renewable-

energy generation standard will not be fully met.  So to build up to this 33% goal, utilities will have to 

develop solar resources as well.  Thus, at the margin, if 1250 MW of wind energy is not developed for the 

California grid in Mexico, then 1250 MW of solar capacity will be built in California.  While the 

construction of thermal solar-farms are breaking ground now, the recent decline in the cost of 

photovoltaic solar generation will mean that future solar farms will likely be photovoltaic. 

You point out that wind energy is cheaper than solar energy.  Isn't it 
better to build across the border in Mexico to capture this wind resource 
in order to benefit from the cheaper cost of wind? 
Picking up an additional large wind farm in Mexico would probably lower San Diego Gas & Electric's 

green electrical generation costs somewhat.  And these savings would mostly be passed on to at least some 

SDG&E customers. 

However, the U.S., and especially California, carefully evaluates the potential environmental harm of 

building any type of power plant--gas, solar or wind.  Mexico does not have as careful an environmental 

review.  So the cheaper wind-generated electricity built in Mexico may have hidden environmental costs 

that could make that imported wind-energy cost artificially low. 

In any case, Mexico needs its own green-energy generation capacity , including wind and solar.  Mexico 

disproportionately relies upon high-sulfur-content oil for much of its electrical generation  This form of 

power production generate more pollution with consequent increased health hazards.  By building a 

captive wind-farm in Mexico tied to the California grid, Mexico is deprived of this wind-resource.  So 
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another hidden cost of the proposed "cheaper" wind farm is more pollution and more health hazards in 

Mexico. 

So, while there may be some cost savings to SDG&E associated with capturing a Mexican wind resource 

for Sempra's sole use, this savings has to be balanced against the potential environmental, pollution and 

health hazards Sempra's proposal entails for Mexico along with the costs in lost American jobs, lost 

domestic training, lost local income and lost U.S. tax revenues outlined in this report. 
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Introduction 

 

 Context: On January 28, 2010, Secretary of the Interior, Kenneth Salazar, told Congress that 13 

envisioned, utility-scale, solar electrical generating facilities in California, Arizona and Nevada were being 

put on fast-track for approval.  Should these projects pass environmental and technical review by 

December, 2010, they would be eligible for economic stimulus funding under the 2009 American 

Recovery and Reinvestment Act.1  These 13 projects, taken together, would put in place about 4500 

megawatts (MW) of renewable energy generation capacity and create 40,000 new jobs.  These new jobs 

would include both construction, operation and maintenance workers as well as spinoff jobs up the 

supply-chain and in the downstream consumer market where new workers would spend their incomes. 

 Eleven months later, in November, 2010, 

Secretary Salazar approved the second largest 

solar farm ever on U.S. lands, the 500 MW 

thermal-solar Amargosa Farm Road Solar Project, 

in rural Nye County, Nevada, north of Las Vegas.  

This project will create 1300 construction jobs and 

up to 200 permanent operation and maintenance 

jobs over the lifetime of the facility.2  There would 

be additional spinoff jobs created as well in both the supply-chain and consumer-chain feeding off this 

project. 

 One month later, in December, 2010, Secretary Salazar approved the 110 MW thermal-solar 

Crescent Dunes Energy Project, the ninth utility-scale solar project to receive approval under the 

Administration's initiative to encourage the rapid but environmentally responsible development of 

renewable energy on public lands.  Again in Nye County, Nevada, near the small desert community of 

Tonopah, the 110 MW Crescent Dunes project will employ about 450 construction workers at a time when 

Las Vegas area construction employment is about 60%  below its peak achieved before the Great 

Recession. 3 

 On June 17, 2011, Secretary Salazar, joined with California Governor, Jerry Brown, to break 

ground on the world's largest solar power plant, the 1000 MW Blythe Solar Power Project in the small 

Riverside dessert community of Blythe, California.  This thermal-solar project will create 1000 

construction jobs per year with a spinoff of another 3000 new jobs in the supply-chain serving this 

construction project plus new jobs in the consumer market feeding off the wages these new construction 

and supply-chain workers earn.4  With California, Nevada and Arizona suffering some of the highest state 

unemployment rates in the country, and with construction employment in these states down 30% to 60% 

from their peak four years ago, these jobs could not have come at a better time.5  And the promise of more 

to come is good news indeed. 

 Case Study: But more jobs will not come to the U.S. labor market if these new renewable facilities 

are built in Mexico.  One of the misconceptions regarding job creation from the building and operating of 

renewable energy electrical generating facilities is the notion that these jobs cannot be outsourced.  This is 

a report about the loss of American jobs due to the outsourcing of the construction and operation of green, 

electrical power-generation to Mexico.  Specifically, we analyze the economic impact of a proposal to build 

There is a zero sum game afoot.  If 1250 MW of 

wind or other green energy generation is built 

in Mexico designed to be imported to the U.S., 

that 1250 MW of green energy capacity will 

not be built in the U.S. 
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a 1250 MW cross-border transmission tieline from Southern California into Mexico in order to import 

wind-generated electricity from Mexico onto the California grid.  The flurry of utility-scale, green-energy 

construction described above is responding to higher state standards for renewable energy generation 

required in the energy mix that utilities use.   

 Tradeoff:  There is a zero sum game afoot.  If 1250 MW of wind or other green energy generation 

is built in Mexico designed to be imported to the U.S., that 1250 MW of green energy capacity will not be 

built in the U.S.  Because, in the foreseeable future, utilities will not go beyond their mandated quota for 

green energy generation, if it is built there, it will not be built here.  Consequently, there is a tradeoff 

between jobs created in the U.S. to build these plants and jobs created in Mexico should those plants be 

built there.  Not only is there a tradeoff between the direct employment of workers building and operating 

these green power plants, but also there is a tradeoff in the spinoff jobs derived from these direct workers 

either spending their income domestically in the U.S. or in Mexico.  The tradeoff also extends to local, 

state and federal tax revenues with either 

American or Mexican governmental entities 

benefiting depending on where these jobs land. 

 How big is this tradeoff?  In the case study 

under review, the 1250 MW transmission line 

proposed by Sempra, the parent company of San 

Diego Gas & Electric, would allow for the 

outsourcing of 600 construction jobs, each lasting 

5 years, plus an additional 2400 supply-chain and 

consumer-chain jobs that would have been stimulated by these new construction jobs.    These supply-

chain and consumer-chain jobs would also last for 5 years supported by the 5-year construction phase 

required to build 1250 MW of green electrical generation capacity.  Altogether, in the construction phase, 

almost, 15,000 American job-years and a corresponding $550 million in earnings would be lost by 

outsourcing the construction of this green electrical generation capacity to Mexico. 

 In addition about 40 permanent operation and maintenance jobs would be lost to Mexico over the 

25 years that is the expected lifetime of these types of electrical generation facilities.  Multiplying 40 jobs 

times 25 years yields another 1000 job-years lost after the five-year construction period. 

 Perspective:  How does the construction-period job-loss associated with the Sempra 1250 MW 

transmission tieline compare with the envisioned 40,000 jobs Secretary Salazar foresaw from the 

construction of 13 solar facilities that together would generate 4500 MW of green electricity?   One way to 

answer this, is to focus on the megawatts of green electrical generating capacity that will not be built in 

the U.S. if it is built in Mexico and imported here.   

 Sempra proposes a cross-border transmission line that would permit the outsourcing of 1250 MW 

green electrical generating capacity.  This equals about 25% of the nameplate capacity of Secretary 

Salazar's 13 fast-tracked projects.  So, in rough terms, allowing Sempra to build a line to import up to 1250 

MW of green electricity from Mexico would, in one stroke, offset 25% of the job-creating benefits 

associated with these 13 fast-tracked, federally subsidized projects.  That would entail the loss of 10,000  

of the anticipated 40,000 jobs. 

Allowing Sempra to build a line to import up to 

1250 MW of green electricity from Mexico 

would, in one stroke, offset 25% of the job-

creating benefits of these 13 fast-tracked, 

federally subsidized projects announced by 

Interior Secretary Salazar. 
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 But in these calculations, the definition of "jobs" is important.  Typically, economists doing this 

type of analysis use the concept of a "job-year."  A job-year is 2080 hours of work done by one person or 

even by a combination of part-time workers adding up to 2080 hours.  (This is a job "year" because 2080 

hours is 40 hours per week times 52 weeks).  The 40,000 new jobs Secretary Salazar mentioned in his 

Congressional testimony probably referred to job-years.   

 With this understanding, the 1250 MW  capacity Sempra proposes to outsource, means that 

approving Sempra's plan implies the loss of 10,000 job-years in the American labor market.  In our own 

calculations, explained in detail in Sections 3 through 5 below, we estimate that almost 15,000 job-years 

would be lost if Sempra's proposal is approved.  So, in general terms, approving Sempra's proposed tieline 

would offset somewhere between one-quarter to one-third of the envisioned job benefits Secretary Salazar 

envisions from the 13 green-energy, utility-scale projects that were fast-tracked in January 2010. 

 Sections in Report:  This report begins 

with a discussion of the issue at hand in Section 

1.  We explain the push for green-energy, 

electrical-generation capacity; the requirements 

established through California's renewable energy 

portfolio standards; Sempra's proposed tieline that 

would  connect envisioned, wind-farms in Mexico 

dedicated or captive to the California grid; and 

why this proposal means that 1250 MW of green, 

electrical-generation capacity will not be built in 

the U.S.   

 Because Sempra's proposed tieline would connect to the Southwest Powerlink transmission line 

which runs from Imperial County to San Diego County, and because Imperial County has abundant solar 

energy potential, we model the loss of these jobs to Mexico as a loss centered in Imperial County, 

California.   

 In Section 2, we provide an economic context for the analysis of job losses and tax revenue 

losses associated with outsourcing 10,000 to 15,000 job-years to Mexico.  Lost jobs and lost tax revenues 

may always be regretted and typically, in reports like these, the value of jobs lost or gained is calculated 

simply by the amount of earnings that those jobs would have generated.  But in the aftermath of the Great 

Recession, when the American labor market is struggling to regain employment levels attained three years 

ago, the economic context of jobs foregone is more salient.   

 The fact is that the American labor market is more deeply mired in job losses than at any time 

since World War Two.  California, Nevada and Arizona are among the hardest hit among all the states 

hammered by the Great Recession.  Imperial County, a place of abundant solar resources, has, at the time 

of this writing,  the highest unemployment rate of any county in the United States, at almost 28%.   

Construction employment in Imperial County is half what it was when the Great Recession hit.  So Section 

2 underscores the meaning of job losses and job outsourcing in the context of historically extraordinarily  

severe troubles in the American, Californian and Imperial County labor markets. 

 In Section 3, we benchmark our estimates of the underlying data required to model and 

calculate job losses tied to this outsourcing.  We review four other recent comparable analyses done on 

Approving Sempra's planned tieline 

connecting the California grid to a set of 

envisioned, captive wind-farms in Mexico 

would displace somewhere between 10,000 

and 15,000 job-years from the American labor 

market. 
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three photovoltaic solar farms soon to be built in California.  While Sempra proposes to tie yet-to-be-built 

wind-farms in Mexico to the California grid, we assume that the supplanted operation in California due to 

this outsourcing would be a photovoltaic solar farm.  The bases for this assumption are explained in detail 

in Section 3.   

 We use these four reports as benchmarks to ensure that our assumptions regarding the direct 

employment of construction workers building and operating 1250 MW of photovoltaic solar capacity are 

moderate and well within professional practices.   A key assumption that we make is that 36% of the 

skilled craft workers in our model of constructing solar facilities in Imperial County would be travelers 

from outside the county.  We also assume the apprentices and laborers would come from within Imperial 

County, and we anticipate that building this amount of generating capacity would take 5 years and 

require, on average, 600 construction workers per year. 

 In Section 4, we estimate the occupational mix and wages required to build 1250 MW of 

photovoltaic solar power in Imperial County and calculate the average earnings for all workers on the 

project.  We pay careful attention to crew mix and apprenticeship ratios as well as considering wage rates, 

benefits and payroll taxes.  These are key inputs to the next section of the analysis. 

 In Section 5, we calculate the lost jobs, lost earnings and lost tax revenues associated with 

outsourcing 1250 MW of green electrical generating capacity to Mexico.  We begin by pointing out 

something typically missed by other analysts.  Large, long-lasting industrial construction involves 

apprentices as well as journeyworkers, and entails hourly contributions to apprenticeship training 

programs along with the usually considered hourly wages, health insurance and pension contributions. 

 We calculate that more than $4.5 million in human capital investment would be lost by 

outsourcing this work to Mexico.  More than 100 apprentices that would have been trained will not be 

trained.  For the 75 skipped-over electrical apprentices that would have been trained on this work absent 

outsourcing, each will lose more than $36,000 per year in foregone income due to the absence of training 

that otherwise would have been provided.  The net present value of these lost earnings across all 75 

apprentices is almost $75 million that otherwise would have been spent in Imperial County over their 40 

year worklives.  Imperial County, in turn, loses out on that within-county $75 million in local citizen 

income, consequent consumer demand and further loss in local taxes.  Perhaps even more important, 

Imperial County will also be out 103 young, well-trained construction workers with all the support for 

economic development projects that such $4.5 million in human capital investment could have provided. 

 Section 5 follows this analysis of lost human capital investment with an analysis of lost  jobs and 

lost tax revenues using IMPLAN and JEDI, two standard regional economic impact computer programs.6  

We show in a footnote that the JEDI and IMPLAN programs yield comparable results for California when 

JEDI is set to assume that no solar panels used building 1250 MW of photovoltaic electrical generation 

capacity are built in California.  When JEDI alternatively assumes within-state supplies of solar panels, 

the job loss impact rises fairly dramatically.  Solar panel manufacturing capacity in California is currently 

limited but growing.  Nonetheless, the more conservative approach is to assume that solar panels are 

likely to be imported. 

 In our main analysis, we assume away this domestic solar panel supply chain effect.  We provide 

job loss calculations separately for Imperial County, for California, and for the U.S.  As the circle of 

potential impact widens, the job losses rise.  In job-year terms, construction period job losses rise from a 
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bit more than 3400 lost jobs in Imperial County to over 9700 lost in California to almost 15,000 lost for 

the U.S. as a whole.   

 In addition to these construction period job losses there is the aforementioned 1000 job-year 

losses of operation and maintenance work after the 1250 MW solar generating capacity is put in place.  

Overall, for the 5-year construction period, the 15,000 job-year loss for the U.S. labor market involves a 

corresponding almost $300 million loss in local, state and federal tax revenues.  Additional tax revenues 

would be lost over the 25 year period of operations after construction is completed. 

 These jobs and tax revenues are lost when the work building and operating 1250 MW of green 

electrical generating capacity in Imperial County, California is outsourced to Mexico.  The proposed 

Sempra tieline is not just about electricity.  It is also about foregone opportunities, forsaken human 

capital investments, lost worklives and diminished economic development prospects.   

 

Section 1: The Issue--Economic Losses from a Proposed Cross-
Border Transmission Line Linking 1250 MW of Electrical 
Generating Capacity in Mexico to the California Grid 

 

On January 8, 2010, President Barack Obama announced $2.3 billion in tax credits to stimulate 

the promising clean energy sector of an otherwise stagnating U.S. economy: 

The jobs numbers that were released by the Labor Department this morning are a reminder that 

the road to recovery is never straight, and that we have to continue to work every single day to get 

our economy moving again.  For most Americans, and for me, that means jobs.  It means whether 

we are putting people back to work…. Building a robust clean energy sector is how we will create 

the jobs of the future -- jobs that pay well and can’t be outsourced.…I don’t want the industries 

that yield the jobs of tomorrow to be built overseas. I don’t want the technology that will 

transform the way we use energy to be invented abroad.  I want the United States of America to be 

what it has always been -- and that is a leader -- the leader when it comes to a clean energy future. 

Barak Obama, Remarks by the President on Jobs and Clean Energy Investments,                 

January 08, 20107 

At the same the President proclaimed the importance of domestic clean energy jobs, and 

Secretary Salazar announced to Congress that 13 fast-tracked solar projects were in the pipeline, Robert 

Rogan, senior vice president of eSolar, a solar farm developer, said that their upcoming 92 megawatt solar 

facility would create 400 on-site construction jobs, 20 new permanent operation and maintenance jobs, 

and more new jobs created by the companies that supplied the materials for this solar-farm project.  But 

in this hearing, Senator Kit Bond (R-Mo), ranking member on the Senate Green Jobs and the New 

Economy subcommittee, argued that most good jobs in utility-scale green energy construction go 

overseas.   Senator Bond pointed out that 
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First Solar [a developer of utility-scale solar farms] does most of its manufacturing in Malaysia 

and that eSolar imports most of its solar components from China and just signed a deal to 

outsource manufacturing to that country.  "Don't get me wrong, I'm not critical of the companies 

here today," Bond said. "But at a time of great economic need for America's workers, we need 

proposals that will maximize the creation of jobs here in America, not in Asia, when we're talking 

about federal subsidies."8 

 When Interior Secretary Salazar predicted that 13 utility-scale solar construction projects would 

create 40,000 new American jobs, he was vulnerable to Senator Bond's criticism that some of these 

anticipated new jobs would be in construction-material supply-lines snaking their way to labor markets 

outside the U.S.9  Senator Bond is correct in pointing out that currently most solar panels are 

manufactured overseas.  So some of the job-creating spin-off effects from supply-chains serving the 

building of solar farms in the U.S. will spill over to job creation outside the U.S.10  What did not seem 

possible is for the construction jobs, themselves, to 

spill out of the U.S. labor market.  But this report 

is a case study of just such a prospect. 

In electrical generation, construction jobs 

can be outsourced if the electrical generation 

facility is built outside the U.S., and the electricity 

is imported onto the U.S. grid.  When these 

American construction jobs are lost, spinoff jobs 

are lost too.  An unemployed American 

construction worker buys less from local merchants, pays less in local taxes and with this diminution in 

local demand and local tax revenues more jobs are lost in the local private and public sectors.   

This is a case study of the lost American jobs, lost local, state and federal tax revenues and 

diminished economic development that would occur in Imperial County, California and in the state of 

California, and the U.S. overall, should a proposal by San Diego Gas and Electric's parent company, 

Sempra, to build a 1250 megawatt (MW) transmission line across the U.S.-Mexican border be approved.  

The purpose of this 1250 MW tieline is to import future wind-generated electricity from Mexico into 

Southern California, effectively outsourcing renewable energy construction and generation.  (See map of 

the proposed cross-border transmission tieline above in Figure 1.) 

 San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) is obliged by California state law to have 33% of the electrical 

energy it provides to customers come from renewable energy sources such as geothermal, wind and solar 

by 2020.  Given the price of renewable energy generation relative to gas-fired power plants and other 

traditional sources of electricity, it is unlikely that SDG&E will exceed its quota for green energy once met.  

In addition, 75% of the generation SDG&E procures after June 1, 2010 must come from plants connected 

to a California balancing area authority.  In practical terms, this means that the new electrical generation 

capacity for California will primarily be built in California with the consequent positive local job creation 

and local spinoff economic development that comes with new jobs.  However, as we shall see, Sempra's 

proposal to build a transmission line across the border to connect wind generation in Mexico to the 

California grid will have the effect of making a piece of Mexico part of a California balancing area 

authority with a consequent loss in local jobs and local economic development within California. 

"But at a time of great economic need for 

America's workers, we need proposals that will 

maximize the creation of jobs here in America, 

not in Asia, when we're talking about federal 

subsidies."     

   Sen. Kit Bond (R-Mo) 
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 Most electrical generation capacity connected to a California balancing area authority is located 

within California, itself.  There are small enclaves in rural Nevada and Arizona.11  For our purposes, this 

means that almost all the people building and operating these new facilities will be spending most of their 

income and paying most of their state and local taxes within California.  So not only will Californians and 

others in the United States have new jobs from building and operating these facilities, they will create new 

spinoff jobs in California by buying local consumer goods and services.  Thus, the requirement to have 

75% of new capacity within the various California balancing area authorities stimulates employment and 

economic development within California. 

 Nonetheless, Sempra’s proposed transmission line coming from Mexico would connect the 

upcoming, dedicated-for-export-to-California, Mexican wind plant(s) to a California balancing area 

authority.  Even though the proposed electrical generation would be in Mexico, it would all go to Southern 

California and all fall within the California balancing area authority oversight.   Thus, technically these 

foreign facilities would count under the 75% 

California quota for new electrical generation 

capacity.  So California would capture this 

Mexican wind resource, but the economic stimulus 

in California from building and operating this 

resource would, for the most part, be lost. 

 There are two-fold benefits derived from 

California's 33% renewable energy generation and 

75% domestic sourcing requirements.   First, 

environmentally, these requirements reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions while second, 

economically, these requirements create incentives 

to develop domestic renewable resources, 

stimulate jobs, increase tax revenues and 

encourage local economic development.  The 

economic channel of these two streams of 

domestic benefits is truncated when these green jobs are outsourced to Mexico.   

 Also, while not examined in this report, building the 1250 MW of generating capacity in Mexico 

shifts environmental review authority from one of the world's most careful and diligent systems for 

considering environmental impacts associated with U.S. and California environmental regulations to a 

perhaps less stringent review on the Mexican side of the border.12  As the Solar Energy Industries 

Association states: 

The laws and regulations governing power plants’ environmental compliance in the United States, 

particularly in California, are among the most stringent and detailed in the world with regard to 

mitigating the possible impacts of such facilities on wildlife.13 

 So building 1250 MW of green energy capacity for the California grid, but having that energy come from 

Mexico, could substantially diminish the overall environmental benefit of this green energy capacity by 

placing the environmental decisions regarding how and where to build this capacity within a less rigorous 

Mexican regime of environmental oversight and regulation.14 

There are two-fold benefits derived from 

California's 33% renewable energy generation 

and 75% domestic sourcing requirements.   

First, environmentally, these requirements 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions while second, 

economically, these requirements create 

incentives to develop domestic renewable 

resources, stimulate jobs, increase tax 

revenues and encourage local economic 

development.  The economic channel of these 

two streams of domestic benefits is truncated 

when these green jobs are outsourced to 

Mexico.   
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 Energía Sierra Juárez U.S. Transmission, the tieline subsidiary of Sempra Generation, proposes to 

connect an envisioned wind farm in Northern Baja Mexico to an existing U.S. electrical transmission line, 

the Southwest Powerlink, by hooking onto the California electrical grid near the border between San 

Diego and Imperial counties in California.  This one-mile, generation tieline would have the capacity to 

import up to 1250 MW of renewable energy generated in Mexico by connecting this Mexican electrical 

generating capacity to the California grid.15 

 Sempra Generation states that "Energía Sierra Juárez is a response to environmental public-

policy initiatives and increasing demands for renewable energy projects that reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions."16  The key environmental public-policy that Sempra is responding to with its Energía Sierra 

Juárez proposal is the California Renewables Portfolio Standard: 

Established in 2002 under Senate Bill 1078 and accelerated in 2006 under Senate Bill 107, 

California's Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS) is one of the most ambitious renewable energy 

standards in the country. The RPS program requires investor-owned utilities, electric service 

providers, and community choice aggregators to increase procurement from eligible renewable 

energy resources by at least 1% of their retail sales annually, until they reach 20% by 2010.17  

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger signed Executive Order (EO) S-21-09 on September 15, 2009 

directing the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to adopt regulations requiring 33 percent of 

electricity sold in the state come from renewable energy by 2020.18   

 On April 12, 2011, California Governor Jerry Brown signed legislation that codified the 33% 

standard into law meaning that the Schwarzenegger executive order was here to stay.19  San Diego Gas & 

Electric, recently signed two new solar power purchase agreements totaling 237 MW of generating 

capacity helping towards its renewable goals under the 33% standard.20  However, SDG&E still has a 

considerable ways to go over the next ten years.  At the time of this writing, the California Public Utilities 

Commission indicated that SDG&E was lagging California's other two large investor owned utilities in 

their current renewable procurement status.  While Southern California Edison was at almost 20% 

renewable and Pacific Gas and Electric at almost 18%, SDG&E trailed behind at almost 12% renewables.21  

So SDG&E has a considerable path ahead in sponsoring the development of renewable energy generation 

capacity.  The proposed development of wind farms in Mexico tied into the Southwest Powerlink which 

flows from Imperial County to San Diego County would be a part of the effort by SDG&E and its parent 

company, Sempra, to meet the 33% renewable regulation. 

 However, there is a zero-sum-gain with winners and losers afoot.  There is a tradeoff between 

building renewable energy generating capacity in California and building that same capacity in Mexico if 

the Mexican capacity is dedicated to importing renewable energy electricity to California.  Constructing 

1250 MW of renewable energy generation capacity in Mexico and transmitting that power across a 1250 
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MW cross-border transmission tieline onto the California grid will displace 1250 MW of electrical 

generating capacity on the U.S. side of the border.  

 This tradeoff is straight forward.  As noted, California utilities must source 33% of their electricity 

from renewable energy generation facilities by 2020.  The cost of renewable energy generation as 

compared to natural gas-fired generation, a cheaper alternative, will keep these utilities from surpassing 

their required green-energy quotas.  If a California utility is allowed to draw green energy from Mexico 

and count it towards its green energy quota, that utility will have no incentive to develop a comparable 

amount of green energy generation capacity in California.1  

 Currently, the most cost efficient of these green electrical power plants are geothermal and wind.  

The geothermal plants are particularly attractive because they continuously generate electricity while 

wind and solar facilities generate power when the wind blows or the Sun shines.  Not all geothermal sites 

will be developed within California because power 

plants of all types must pass muster under 

California's strict environmental impact rules and 

geothermal’s unique engineering challenges.  But 

all of the technically feasible geothermal sites 

within California that can qualify under carefully 

crafted and strict environmental regulations will 

be built.   

 However, California utilities will not be able to meet their renewable energy generation quotas 

with geothermal power alone.  Given current technology and pricing, California utilities will also have to 

develop all the available wind resources in California that can also qualify under California and U.S.  

environmental protection regulations.  And still the quotas set by recently passed law will not be met by 

2020.  Consequently, utilities will also need to develop California's solar resources with large and small 

solar energy facilities.  Rooftop solar will play a role, but due to higher costs associated with lack of scale-

economies, large-utility-scale solar farms will be needed also. 

 There are two types of large-scale solar facilities, solar thermal facilities which use mirrors to 

collect solar energy to create steam to drive electrical generators, and solar photovoltaic facilities which 

uses photovoltaic panels to gather and translate the Sun's energy directly into electricity.  Given technical 

advances in solar panel technology and manufacturing, along with other factors causing a dramatic drop 

in the price of solar panels, most new solar facilities will be photovoltaic rather than thermal.   

                                                             

 

 

 

 

1 Renewable electrical generation facilities include wind, solar thermal, solar photovoltaic, small hydro 
and geothermal power plants, along with a few other minor technologies.     

There is a tradeoff between building renewable 

energy generating capacity in California and 

building that same capacity in Mexico if the 

Mexican capacity is dedicated to importing 

renewable energy electricity to California. 
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 If 1250 MW of renewable energy is imported from Mexico, and if California utilities are allowed to 

credit this energy towards their 33% renewable quota, 1250 MW of domestic California renewable energy 

generation capacity will not be built.  This domestic solar generation capacity will not be built 

because given the price of renewable energy versus carbon-based energy (primarily gas-fired power 

plants), California's utilities will not go beyond their quota for renewable energy generation set for them 

by California law.  In short, there is a tradeoff between building renewable energy generation capacity in 

California and building renewable energy generation capacity in Mexico connected to the California power 

grid.  If it is built there to be sent here, it will not be built here. 

 And what will not be built here by 2020 is 1250 MW of photovoltaic generation capacity.  All 

technically feasible environmentally permitable geothermal power plants will be built.  All 

environmentally permitable wind power farms will be built.  But 1250 MW of environmentally permitable 

solar photovoltaic capacity will not be built in California if 1250 MW of renewable energy generation 

capacity is built in Mexico, credited as California 

renewable power and transmitted from Mexico to 

the California grid.   

 This report analyzes the jobs that will be 

lost if 1250 MW of green energy capacity is built in 

Mexico but credited as California's own domestic 

green energy generation capacity.  This amounts to 

analyzing how many jobs will not be created in 

building 1250 MW of photovoltaic generating 

capacity in California.  It also entails analyzing 

how many jobs in the supply chain and 

downstream consumer market will not be created 

if 1250 MW of photovoltaic generating capacity is 

not built in California.  It also involves calculating 

all the local state and federal tax revenues that will 

be lost if this green generating capacity is not built 

domestically. 

 We will assume for simplicity that this lost 1250 MW of photovoltaic generating capacity would 

have been built in Imperial County.  This makes sense because the cross-border transmission line Sempra 

is proposing would tie into the Southwest Powerlink, an existing transmission line in California that 

connects Imperial County to San Diego.  The Southwest Powerlink has the ability to transmit renewable 

energy from Imperial County to the San Diego metropolitan market.  Our assumption also makes sense 

because Imperial County has abundant solar resources well above the foregone 1250 MW of photovoltaic 

capacity that would be lost; and Imperial County has more than enough solar resources that could qualify 

for permits under California's strict environmental standards.22  Finally, it makes sense because it is the 

San Diego utility, San Diego Gas and Electric, and its parent company, Sempra, who want to use green 

electricity from Mexico to count towards their California quota of domestic green electric generating 

capacity.  Thus, Sempra's closest alternative to its Mexican proposal is Imperial County.   

  

If 1250 MW of renewable energy is imported 

from Mexico, and if California utilities are 

allowed to credit this energy towards their 

33% renewable quota, 1250 MW of domestic 

California renewable energy generation 

capacity will not be built.   

This report analyzes the jobs that will be lost if 

1250 MW of green energy capacity is built in 

Mexico but credited as California's own 

domestic green energy generation capacity.  

This amounts to analyzing how many jobs will 

not be created in building 1250 MW of 

photovoltaic generating capacity in California.  

It also entails analyzing how many jobs in the 

supply chain and downstream consumer 

market will not be created if 1250 MW of 

photovoltaic generating capacity is not built in 

California.  It also involves calculating all the 

local state and federal tax revenues that will be 

lost if this green generating capacity is not 

built domestically. 
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Section 2: Economic Context 

 

This report analyzes the national, California and Imperial County economic losses from 

constructing and operating 1250 megawatts (MW) of new green electrical generating capacity in Mexico 

and sending that electricity north.   Local and regional economic loss analysis typically measures the 

impact of lost jobs at a lost worksite  in terms of foregone wages, lost tax revenues and lost spinoff jobs 

dependent upon the local consumer spending from the foregone wages and the foregone business 

spending associated the original lost jobs.  This we will do.   

 But while new jobs are always needed and lost jobs always regretted, in the wake of the Great 

Recession, new jobs are needed now more than ever.  So we begin by drawing the economic context within 

which the local economic impact analysis of 1250 

MW of lost generating capacity in Imperial County 

will be made.   

 The Great Recession has hit the US labor 

market harder than any recession in the lifetime of 

most people living today.  California has been hit 

harder than most states.  And Imperial County has 

been hit as hard as or harder than any other 

county in the country.   

 In April 2011, the latest available 

data at the time of this writing, Imperial 

County's unemployment rate was 27.9%--

the highest county unemployment rate in 

the country.   This one-out-of-four unemployed 

was a substantially higher county unemployment 

rate than other well-known, hard-hit counties such as Miami-Dade County, Florida (13.2%), or Clark 

County, Nevada (Las Vegas 12.1%), or Wayne County, Michigan (Detroit, 12%), or Genesee County, 

Michigan (Flint, 10.8%) or Essex County, New Jersey (Newark 10.7%) .23  So while jobs are needed 

everywhere, jobs in Imperial County are needed more than almost anywhere. 

 Three kinds of jobs would have been created by the construction and operation of a 1250 MW 

photovoltaic electrical generating capacity in Imperial County.  The first and most obvious are about 600 

annual construction jobs required to build this capacity.  Most construction jobs are short-lived.  These 

jobs would have lasted much longer than most because we estimate that it would take about five years to 

put in place this amount of green power.    

 Once built, about 40 management, operations and maintenance employees would have been 

required for 25 or more years to work this facility or these facilities over their expected lifetime.  Currently 

no one photovoltaic facility in place or planned generates more than 550 MW of power.  So probably more 

than one facility would be required to put in place 1250 MW of photovoltaic generating capacity.  But 

because solar facility sizes have been growing exponentially in recent years, one possibility would be a 

single large 1250 MW solar farm. 

Thus, the loss of 1250 MW of photovoltaic 

electrical generating capacity in Imperial 

County entails the loss of many fairly long-

lasting construction jobs, plus the loss of 

careers in electrical utility operations, plus the 

loss of new careers for new apprentices in 

high-skilled, well-paid construction work, plus 

the loss of downstream spinoff jobs that would 

have been created by these lost construction 

and operation jobs, plus the loss of local, state 

and federal tax revenues that would have been 

generated by these lost jobs, lost careers and 

lost spinoff jobs. 
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 So this solar farm or farms would have created both construction jobs and utility careers.  But 

these solar farms would have also created construction careers.   

 The work made available building 1250 MW of photovoltaic capacity would finance more than 

$4.5 million in apprenticeship classroom training plus valuable on-the-job experience.  These funds and 

this work would have brought more than 100 new apprentices into the Imperial County construction 

industry.   

 Once turned out as journeyworkers, these newly skilled electricians, ironworkers, piledrivers and 

operating engineers would have entered well-paid, high-skilled, union construction careers.  Over the 

lifetime of their careers, each of these new journeyworkers would have earned a present value of almost $1 

million per worker more in income than they otherwise would have earned had they not received this 

skill-enhancing apprenticeship training.   

 Thus, the loss of 1250 MW of photovoltaic 

electrical generating capacity in Imperial County 

entails the loss of many fairly long-lasting 

construction jobs, plus the loss of careers in 

electrical utility operations, plus the loss of new 

careers for new apprentices in high-skilled, well-

paid construction work, plus the loss of 

downstream spinoff jobs that would have been 

created by these lost construction and operation 

jobs, plus the loss of local, state and federal tax 

revenues that would have been generated by these 

lost jobs, lost careers and lost spinoff jobs.    

 And all of these job and career losses are exacerbated by the aftermath of the Great Recession 

where job growth has been painfully sluggish and halting.  Because Imperial County is one of the worst hit 

by the Great Recession, the proposal to outsource to Mexico 1250 MW of jobs building and operating 

California green energy generation rubs salt into an already gaping wound of unemployment in Imperial 

County.   So we begin by assessing how deeply wounded is the labor market in Imperial County. 

 

The Great Recession and Unemployment: Imperial County among the 

Hardest Hit 
We are in a slow recovery from the deepest jobs recession since the Great Depression.  Figure 2 

shows how severely the Great Recession and subsequent slow recovery have affected the U.S. labor 

market in comparison to previous recession since the World War Two (WWII).  Starting at the upper left 

corner in Figure 1 at 0% job loss (and month zero shown on the horizontal axis), each colored line moving 

to the right represents in percentage terms, the path of job loss over the course of the downturn and 

recovery for each of the postwar recessions.24   

 As each line dips towards increasing percentages of job losses relative to the previous peak of 

employment, the US labor market shrinks.  As these lines bottom out, job losses stop.  As each line rises, 

employment begins to rebound back towards the peak established prior to that recession.   

All of these job and career losses are 

exacerbated by the aftermath of the Great 

Recession where job growth has been painfully 

sluggish and halting.  Because Imperial County 

is one of the worst hit by the Great Recession, 

the proposal to outsource to Mexico 1250 MW 

of jobs building and operating California green 

energy generation rubs salt into an already 

gaping wound of unemployment in Imperial 

County.    
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 Months, shown at the bottom of the figure, tick by.  Eventually, each line except for the most 

recent recession (in red), comes back to 0% shown as a black dashed line in Figure 2.  This means that at 

the month where the job-loss-line crosses the dashed 0% line, the economy has regained the employment 

height achieved prior to that recession.  These job recession/recoveries vary in length from 9 months to 47 

months.  The current national job recession is in its 41st month.  But it is far from over.  

 

 

Figure 2: : Relative impact of post-WWII recessions on total non-farm employment 

 The Great Recession (in red) has brought the deepest job market losses of any recession since the 

Great Depression; and the Great Recession promises to last substantially longer than any other post-

WWII recession before employment regains the level attained in January, 2008.  We have waited three-

and-one-half years for normal times to return; and a simple extrapolation of the red line shown in Figure 

1 suggests that we may have two or more years yet to go. 

 Figure 2 based on 2010 annual average state unemployment rates, shows that among states, the 

labor markets in Nevada, California and Michigan have been hit the hardest by the Great Recession.     As 

of April, 2011, Nevada's seasonally adjusted state unemployment rate was 12.5% and California's was 

11.9%--the two highest state unemployment rates in the country. 
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Figure 3 shows 

California's 

unemployment rate 

is among highest of 

any state in the 

nation.  

 

Figure 3: Annual average unemployment rate by state, 2010 

 Figure 4 shows that the unemployment rate in Imperial County, California, is among the highest 

in the nation. 25   However, this map understates the severity of unemployment in Imperial County 

because the black fill-color for Imperial County refers to unemployment rates of 14% and over.  Imperial 

County's unemployment rate is well over 14%.  As mentioned, in April, 2011, Imperial County's 

unemployment rate was 27.9%, both the highest in California and also the highest in the country. 26    
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Figure 4 shows 

Imperial County's 

unemployment 

among highest in 

the nation. In April 

2011, it was the 

highest. 

 

Figure 4: Annual average unemployment rate by county, April 2010 to March 2011 

 So Figure 5 uses a more sensitive scale of unemployment rates for California counties showing 

more precisely how dire conditions in Imperial County are.  For these April, 2011 data, Imperial County 

has the highest unemployment rate, and Marin County has the lowest.  Both of these are smaller counties 

and smaller counties tend to have more extreme labor market conditions.  In this case, Marin County is 

small, well-to-do, and is avoiding the main thrust of the Great Recession while Imperial County is small, 

poor and receiving the full force of the economic crisis. 
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Figure 5 shows 

Imperial County's 

unemployment 

highest in 

California. 

 

Figure 5: Unemployment rate by county in California, May, 201127 

 In 2009, Imperial County had a population of 166,874.28  There were 75,120 workers in Imperial 

County's labor force in April 2011.  As suggested above, to some extent high local unemployment rates can 

be partially an artifact of small size.  However, Imperial County has significantly higher unemployment 

than counties of similar size in California.  Figure 6 shows that for 16 California counties with labor force 

sizes ranging between 40,000 and 150,000 in population, Imperial County has anywhere from one-third 

to three times higher unemployment than these comparable counties in April, 2011.29 
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No county in the 

U.S. has been hit 

harder by the 

Great Recession 

than has Imperial 

County 

 

Figure 6: Imperial County unemployment rate compared to similar sized California counties, March 
2011 

 Unemployment rates can also be regionally concentrated.  And indeed, as mentioned, California 

has more than its national share of the job losses caused by the Great Recession.  Nonetheless, Figure 7 

shows that compared to the surrounding California counties of San Diego, San Bernardino, Riverside, 

Orange and Los Angeles, Imperial County's unemployment is substantially higher--more than twice as 

high as Los Angeles, San Bernardino and Riverside, and three times higher than Orange, and San Diego.30  

In short, the Great Recession has pounded Imperial County. 
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Figure 7: March 2011 unemployment rate in Imperial and surrounding counties 

 Figure 8 shows that however bad employment losses in the Great Recession look relative to 

previous recessions since WWII, as shown in Figure 2, things look worse when you look at California 

compared to the US during the Great Recession, itself. 31  The solid lines in Figure 8 are percentage losses 

in total employment for the US (blue), California (green) and Imperial County (red).  As also seen in 

Figure 1, the blue solid line in Figure 8 shows that the US has lost about 6 percent of all jobs compared to 

an employment peak in January 2008.  In contrast, California has lost about 8 percent of all its jobs since 

an employment peak in July, 2007 (green solid line).  So California has experience one-third more job loss 

compared to the U.S. as a whole. 

 Labor market outcomes are even worse when you look at Imperial County (red solid line) 

compared to California.   Imperial County entered the Great Recession a bit later than did the state or the 

country.  Nonetheless, after Imperial County employment peaked in April, 2008, the County has lost 

about 10 percent to 15 percent of its workforce.   In percentage terms, this is twice the national job loss, 

and at least 50% greater job loss than overall losses in California. 
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Figure 8: Percent job losses for the US, California and Imperial County since peak employment for 
total and construction employment 

 The story for construction, however, is much worse.  In Figure 8, construction is represented by 

dotted lines.  US construction has lost almost 30 percent of all employment since the Great Recession hit 

construction in April 2006 (blue dotted line).  So nationally, (again in percentage terms) construction job 

loss is five times greater than total job losses. 

 California construction has lost over 40 percent of all its 

jobs since February 2006 (green dotted line).  Imperial County 

construction again came late to the recession; but since October 

2007, more than 50 percent of all Imperial County construction 

jobs have been lost (red dotted line).  Thus, in percentage 

terms, no county in the U.S. has been hit harder by the 

Great Recession than has Imperial County, and ground 

zero for this labor market implosion has been the 

Imperial County construction industry.  

Since October 2007, 

more than 50 

percent of all 

Imperial County 

construction jobs 

have been lost. 
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Section 3: Benchmarking Comparable Recent Studies  

 

Two large-scale, central-station photovoltaic solar farms are nearing construction in San Luis 

Obispo County, California.  The 250 MW California Valley Solar Ranch and the 550 MW Topaz Solar 

Farm, envisioned to be built at about the same time, together amount to 800 MW of solar generating 

capacity.  Also the 550 MW Desert Sunlight Solar Farm is nearing construction in eastern Riverside 

County.   All of the projects have received conditional loan guarantees from the US Department of 

Energy.32  The two San Luis Obispo sites have been studied by both proponents and more skeptical 

analysts.  The eastern Riverside site has been analyzed by proponents.   

 We will use these studies of the prospective local economic impact of building and operating 1350 

MW of photovoltaic electrical generation capacity in rural California locations to create benchmarks for 

our analysis of the foregone opportunities in Imperial County foreshadowed by the prospect of building 

1250 MW of green electrical generation capacity in Mexico instead of Imperial County. 

 All estimates of future economic impact of a new project depend upon the analyst's assumptions. 

Analysts must make informed assumptions regarding how many workers it will take to build the project, 

what the workers will be paid, how much materials and other business services which are required in the 

building and operating of the project will be bought locally, how long it will take to build the works, how 

much it will cost, etc.  These and other assumptions are placed into a computer model that calculates the 

multiple effects of an initial changes, in this case the initial change being the building and operating a 

photovoltaic electrical generation facility.  All of the aforementioned studies have used the same computer 

models that we will use, IMPLAN and JEDI.  So any differences in estimating local economic impact are 

due, primarily, to differences in assumptions.    

 Usually these differences in assumptions make sense--for example, one project is bigger than 

another so naturally analysts assume that more workers will be required to build the bigger project.  

Wages might be different in different locations.  One project may be on an accelerated timeline involving 

more scheduled overtime leading the analyst on that project to assume higher annual earnings per capita 

on that project due to overtime earnings.  As discussed below, the primary difference in results in these 

various reports will be due to differences in assumptions regarding how many local construction workers 

and how many travelers would work on these projects.  Because of the importance of this assumption, we 

will discuss our approach in some detail below. 

 Differences in local impact estimates can also be due to differences in the size of the local 

economy.  Larger local economies have more businesses, more workers and a greater ability to meet the 

needs of a new project with local labor, supplies and services.  Being able to meet the new needs locally 

creates more spinoff jobs in the local economy.  San Luis Obispo County is a small county with about 

270,000 people.  Riverside is a much larger county with almost 2.2 million people.  So when "local" 

means "county," a solar farm placed in Riverside County (albeit in eastern Riverside County) will 

purchase more labor and business services" locally" (i.e. within the county) compared to a comparably 

sized solar farm in a smaller county such as San Luis Obispo County or Imperial County which has a 

population of about 170,000 people.   San Diego County would likely supply Imperial County in ways 

similar to the urban part of Riverside County supplying eastern Riverside County. 
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 Indeed, large solar farms are not going to be placed in heavily populated areas with well 

established supply chains.  Eastern Riverside County is really very similar to Imperial and San Luis 

Obispo counties.  To some extent, what we call "local" is an artifact of the way data are collected on a 

county-by-county basis.  In California, solar farms will be placed in rural counties such as Imperial and 

San Luis Obispo or in rural segments of more populated counties such as Riverside and San Bernardino.  

  One of the truly promising aspects of the green-power-generation initiative in California is that it 

promises to bring jobs to many of these rural areas.  These large facilities can help provide an engine for 

rural economic growth creating denser economic development that in turn feeds on itself as these 

counties or rural segments of counties gain a greater economic foundation to meet more of their own local 

needs. 

 In any case, we review these four previous studies in order to provide benchmarks for judging our 

assumptions and conclusions regarding the local 

economic impact of building a 1250 MW 

photovoltaic electrical generating capacity in 

Imperial County.  Because these three projects 

have been closely evaluated by others for their 

local economic impact, and because San Luis 

Obispo, Riverside and Imperial Counties are 

economically, geographically and/or 

demographically similar, we will compare our 

assumptions and conclusions to these four studies 

of three projects to help evaluate our conclusions 

regarding the loss of employment and wages associated with not building and operating 1250 MW of solar 

generating capacity in Imperial County. 

The California Valley Solar Ranch (CVSR) 
Of the three projects reviewed here, the 250 MW California Valley Solar Ranch Project (CVSR) 

may be closest to ground breaking.  This project envisions building a 250 MW solar photovoltaic power 

plant at a cost of $450 million in California Valley, San Luis Obispo County, California.  This planned 

facility is in the pre-construction phase, expects to break ground in the third quarter of 2011,33 anticipates 

32 months of construction employing 681 full-time-equivalent (FTE) job-years worth of workers.34   

 We have a schedule of anticipated employment by month and craft for this project which allows 

us to describe the project's force curve and crew mix.  Because an individual worker may work only part of 

the year on this project and be replaced by another for the remainder of the year, we need a standard unit 

to describe a "job."  Following a standard convention in regional impact analysis, we define an "FTE job-

year" as 2080 hours of work done by one worker or some combination of several workers replacing each 

other over the course of the 2080 hours which is 52 weeks times 40 hours per week.   Figure 9 uses the 

percent of total hours anticipated for this facility to show how the project would ramp up over the first ten 

months of construction, run fairly steady for the next two years, and then finish off over a two month 

period of slower final-completion work.35  This is a typical construction force curve for this size and type 

of project.   

We will compare our assumptions and 

conclusions to these recent four studies of three 

other California solar farms to help evaluate 

our conclusions regarding the loss of 

employment and wages associated with not 

building and operating 1250 MW of solar 

generating capacity in Imperial County. 
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Figure 9: California Valley 250 MW Solar Ranch Force Curve 

Figure 10 shows the distribution of work across craft occupations and administrative/professional 

workers on the project.   Electricians account for just over 40% of the work while laborers and 

ironworkers together account for about 35% of the hours on the project.  Piledrivers, operating engineers 

and carpenters together account for about 11% of the hours while administrators, professional, security 

and other personnel also account for about 11% of the hours on the job.  In our own analysis, we will use 

this crew mix to help calculate the average wage on project like these based on wage rates by occupation in 

Imperial County. 
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Figure 10: California Valley 250 MW Solar Ranch Occupational Composition (crew mix) 

 Thus, on a large-scale photovoltaic solar project, we can expect a ramp-up period followed by 

fairly steady construction with a fairly brief wrap-up period prior to completion.  Electricians will be the 

predominant craft on the project installing the solar panels.  Operating engineers will do the initial dirt 

work of preparing the site.  Ironworkers and piledrivers will set up the foundations.  The "other" category 

is primarily administrative, engineering and supervisory personnel.  We will use this information below to 

estimate the number and types of apprentices on this type of work as well as to help us calculate the 

number of local workers as opposed to traveling construction workers who will be found on this type of 

project. As mentioned, this information will also help us calculate an average wage across occupations. 

Four Economic Impact Reports 
We have four economic impact reports covering three photovoltaic solar projects to review.  i) As 

part of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the California Valley Solar Ranch project, Stephen F. 

Hamilton, Chair of the Economics Department at California Polytechnic State University at San Luis 

Obispo along with Darin Smith and Tepa Banda of Economic & Planning Systems, Inc., released a study of 

the local employment and fiscal impact of the CVSR in December, 2010.  ii) Stephen Hamilton again, 

along with Mark Berkman of the Brattle Group released a similar report for the nearby Topaz Solar Farm 

in March, 2011.  iii) In January, 2011, the Aspen Group, also as a part of the CVSR EIR, released a study 
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that combined the impacts of CVST and Topaz together because these two projects would occur in the 

same county at approximately the same time.36  iv) Finally, in May of 2011, Wesley Ahlgren of the 

Coachella Valley Economic Partnership and Mark Berkman of the Brattle Group released an economic 

impact study of the Desert Sunlight Solar Farm to be built in eastern Riverside County.   

 Thus, at the time of this writing, over the space of the previous seven months, four reports 

covering three large photovoltaic solar farms projected for two counties, and ranging in nameplate 

capacity from 250 MW to 550 MW to a combined 800 MW, have been released.  The three projects 

collectively account for 1350 MW of photovoltaic electrical generation capacity.  The authors drew 

information from the developers, SunPower and First Solar, upon which they based their a) local input 

purchase, b) employment and c) wage assumptions.  In one case, the Aspen Group provided two sets of 

wage assumptions, one based on the builder's information and another based on state wage surveys.  In 

all cases, a time frame for construction and 

operation came from the developers. 

 In terms of perspective, three reports were 

done in association with the developer while the 

Aspen Group's report was done on behalf of the 

County for the EIR.  So three might be more 

optimistic regarding the beneficial impacts of 

these projects and Aspen might be somewhat more 

skeptical.    

 Table 1 shows many of the relevant 

assumptions used by these various analysts to assess the economic and fiscal impacts of building these 

three photovoltaic projects in the near future.  In column b, for the 250 MW California Valley Solar Ranch 

in San Luis Obispo County, based on information provided by SunPower, Hamilton, Smith and Banda 

assumed the construction project would last 32 months; on average 264 FTE construction, supervisory, 

on-site engineering and other personnel would be employed annually.  On average, these workers would 

earn $68,135 per year in wages and an additional $37,004 in benefits.  Over the 32 months of expected 

construction, these 264 FTE jobs would amount to 681 FTE job-years.  Total wages from these new jobs 

would amount to $72 million in new wages (681 times $68,135) and total benefits would add up to an 

additional $25.2 million (681 times $37,004).37 

 Hamilton, Smith and Banda do not explicitly consider overtime wages that may be earned on this 

project.  Recall an FTE job-year is 2080 hours of work (40 hours per week times 52 weeks).  Using FTE 

jobs is standard for this kind of analysis and all the reports under review use this concept.  However, this 

approach assumes away the possibility of overtime.  Overtime is not uncommon in industrial 

construction, particularly when a contractor is seeking to accelerate towards the project's final 

completion, or the contractor at various points in the construction process tries to avoid bottlenecks along 

the critical path by using overtime to complete strategic tasks.  Furthermore, contractors intending to 

accelerate construction from the outset may include scheduled overtime in their initial planning.  While 

overtime is common in industrial construction, it is often ignored in analyses like the ones under review 

here.38  Following this custom, we will ignore the possibility of overtime in our estimates of economic 

impact as well. 

In terms of perspective, three reports were 

done in association with each project's 

developer while the Aspen Group's report was 

done on behalf of the County for the EIR.  So 

three might be more optimistic regarding the 

beneficial impacts of these projects and the  

fourth might be somewhat more skeptical.    
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Table 1: Analysts assumptions for various photovoltaic solar projects in San Luis Obispo and 
Riverside counties and assumptions for Imperial County39 

 

Notes for column h, Table 1:  

 total FTE construction-job-years=3000=1250 MW* 2.4 job-years per MW;  

 annual construction jobs = (total FTE construction job-years)/(5 years);  

 average annual construction wage income =average hourly wage rate*annual hours worked= $33.23*2080 (see below for 

derivation of hourly wage rate);  

 for average construction annual benefits plus payroll taxes see Table 5 and its discussion below; 

 average annual permanent operation jobs = 40=1250 MW/31.1 where 31.1=average MW per operation job on other 

projects;  

 operation job_years=1003=40*25 years; 

 operation average annual wage income=average for other projects in Table 1 

 operation average annual benefits= average for other projects in Table 1 

 total annual compensation including payroll taxes=annual wages+benefits 

 total wages (millions)=annual average wage*FTE job_years 

 total benefits (millions)=annual average wage*total FTE job_years  

  

 In addition to these 264 construction workers and 681 construction job-years in column b for 

CVSR, Hamilton, Smith and Banda assumed that there would be 12 permanent FTE jobs operating and 

maintaining the 250 MW facility after it was constructed; they assumed a 25-year worklife for the facility, 

thus creating 300FTE operation and maintenance job-years over the life of the facility (12 jobs times 25 

years).  On this project, Hamilton, Smith and Banda assumed that operation and maintenance workers 

would receive, on average, $66,667 in wages (in today's dollars), $36,333 in benefits (including payroll 

taxes) for an annual total compensation of $103,000.  Over 25 years, these new jobs would inject into the 

economy $20 million in wages (300 FTE job-years times $66,667) and $11 million in benefits (300 FTE 

job-years times $36,333)  for a total of $31 million in new dollars from new jobs.40   
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 Hamilton, Smith and Banda do not consider how many of the construction workers on this 

project would be new apprentices.  Nor do they consider the economic impact over their career of 

apprentices becoming journeyworkers, gaining new skills and earning more than they otherwise would 

have if the opportunities of investment in training not been created by this facility.  Thus, while we will see 

that in other ways this Hamilton, Smith and Banda study is perhaps the most optimistic among the 

reports under review, on this key issue of human capital formation, these optimists understate one of the 

key benefits of the CVSR project.  The benefit of substantial human capital investment in a local 

apprentice on a project such as this is both immediate and lifelong.  And it is a benefit that accrues not 

only the apprentice-turned-journeyworker but also to the community that enjoys the long term economic 

development advantages of more human capital in their labor market and more spending over a lifetime 

in their consumer market.41   

 In column c of Table 1, for the Topaz 

project in San Luis Obispo County, Hamilton plus 

Berkman of the Brattle Group (Berkman will be 

involved in the Riverside study), based on 

information from First Solar, assume an annual 

average of 400 construction workers over 36 

months are required to build this 550W solar 

facility.  This amounts to 1200 FTE job-years over 

36 months with average annual wages of $95,000 

and benefits of $43,250.   These jobs would inject 

$167 million in wages into the local economy 

which they define as San Luis Obispo plus adjacent 

Kern counties.  Defining the local area larger 

allows for more workers to be "local" and more 

supplies to be provided "locally" resulting in a 

larger local impact.  We will see this difference in 

our own work below when we compare the loss associated with not building 1250 MW of green electrical 

generating capacity in Imperial County to the wider loss experienced by the overall California economy 

from that same initial failure to build this capacity within the state. 

 Larger economic regions have longer supply chains and denser consumer markets allowing for 

greater spinoff benefits from an initial new economic activity.  In these studies under review, the question 

posed is how will the new facility they are considering benefit the local county or region in which the 

facility is located compared to building this facility somewhere else in California?  In our case, it is not a 

matter of building somewhere else in California or even somewhere else in the United States: the Sempra 

proposed alternative in our case is building in Mexico.   

 Consequently, the loss associated with approving the Sempra tieline and importing dedicated-for-

export green-energy from Mexico is a loss not only for Imperial County, nor only for California, but also 

for the U.S. as a whole.  As we move our perspective from the county to the state to the nation, supply 

lines and consumer services lengthen and deepen.  As we expand our geographic scope, there simply are 

more Americans out there standing ready to meet the new supply-chain demands for building this green 

capacity in Imperial County and meet the consumer-chain demands of workers with new money to spend. 

Thus, in looking at the consequences of 

building 1250 MW of green electrical 

generating capacity in Mexico, as we lift our 

gaze from analyzing the resulting loss for 

Imperial County, to the loss for California, to 

the loss for the U.S. as a whole, not building 

and operating in Imperial County has a 

greater and greater negative impact in terms 

of lost spinoff jobs.  All of these lost jobs, in 

turn, mean greater lost tax revenues not only 

at the local level, but also at the California 

state level, and ultimately in other states as 

well and at the national level. 
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 Thus, in looking at the consequences of building 1250 MW of green electrical generating capacity 

in Mexico, as we lift our gaze from analyzing the resulting loss for Imperial County, to the loss for 

California, to the loss for the U.S. as a whole, not building and operating in Imperial County has a greater 

and greater negative impact in terms of lost spinoff jobs.  All of these lost jobs, in turn, mean greater lost 

tax revenues not only at the local level, but also at the California state level, and ultimately in other states 

as well and at the national level. 

 Returning to Hamilton and Berkman's analysis of the 550 MW Topaz project, they assumed 15 

operation and maintenance FTE-jobs per year over 25 years with an annual average wage of $63,200.  

Hamilton and Berkman do not provide an assumption regarding operation workers' benefits.   Similarly, 

in column f for the Desert Sunlight project in Riverside County, Berkman along with Tran and Ahlgren 

again do not provide a benefit estimate for operation personnel.   

 While in some respects, the two Berkman reports are the more optimistic of the four reports 

under review, this assumption of zero benefits and no payroll taxes for operator and maintenance workers 

downplays the positive benefits of these new facilities. 

 The CVSR and Topaz studies were based on information from two separate developers, SunPower 

and First Solar.  These two developers provided substantially different construction worker average, 

annual, FTE total compensation including payroll taxes.  SunPower indicated a total compensation of 

$105,140 while First Solar planned for $138,750 in total compensation.  It appears that First Solar was 

planning to schedule substantial overtime due to the fact that it planned to build a larger 550 MW Topaz 

project in about the same time as the 250 MW CVSR project with only some additional workers.  The 

CVSR project assumes 32 months to put in place 250 MW while the Topaz project assumes only 4 

additional months to put in more than twice the nameplate capacity (550 MW vs. 250 MW) with only half 

again more workers (400 vs. 264).  So the total compensation discrepancy between these two projects is 

probably due to differences in scheduled overtime on the bigger Topaz project. 

 The Aspen Environmental Group was asked to provide a separate assessment of the economic and 

fiscal impact of the CVSR project.  Aspen chose, in part, to combine CVSR with Topaz in order to get a 

sense of what the full impact of 800 MW of photovoltaic solar construction scheduled for about the same 

time in about the same location would be on the local economy.42  Reflecting a more conservative 

approach, Aspen defined "local" as San Luis Obispo County excluding Kern or other adjoining counties.  

 Aspen also presents a low-wage scenario (column d) with wages based on government wage 

survey data and a high wage scenario (column e) based on First Solar data.  Aspen's low-wage scenario is 

naïve for two reasons. 

 First, typically government surveys of construction wages yield average wages lower than the 

wages paid on industrial construction.  This is because government surveys include both industrial and 

residential construction workers in the same average wage.  Because industrial construction requires 

greater skills than residential construction, averaging the two sets of wages puts apples and oranges 

together yielding an estimated wage lower than those prevailing on industrial construction projects.   

Second, in the case of the CVSR project, a project labor agreement has been signed based on wages 

reflecting industrial construction wage rates and not the lower average wage rates of government surveys 

which meld residential and industrial wages together. 
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 Aspen's presentation of this low-wage scenario reflects its skeptical or conservative stance relative 

to the more optimistic reports under review.  But in this instance, Aspen's skepticism may not be 

warranted because its low wage scenario relies on surveys that are not particularly germane to this type of 

construction work. 

   In any case, Aspen assumes 1842 FTE job-years in both their high-wage and low-wage scenarios 

for the two CVSR and Topaz projects taken together.  This is very close to the assumptions of the other 

analysts in considering each job separately (681+1200=1881 FTE job-years).  The Aspen low-wage 

scenario is only a low-wage scenario for construction workers.   They have only one estimate of total 

compensation for maintenance and operations personnel and their estimate of operator compensation 

estimate is very much in line with those of the other reports at about $103,000 per year including benefits 

and payroll taxes.   

 Berkman, Tran and Ahlgren (column f) analyze the impact of the 550 MW Desert Sunlight project 

in eastern Riverside County.  They assume 1353 FTE job-years to put this facility into place over 26 

months.43   The San Luis Obispo Topaz and Riverside Desert Sunlight projects are both 550 MW jobs.  

They are roughly comparable in expected construction FTE job-years (1200 over 36 months for Topaz vs. 

1311 jobs over 26 months for Desert Sunlight).   The higher Desert Sunlight construction FTE manpower 

requirements may be due to the planned accelerated schedule (26 vs. 36 months).  Differences in planned 

overtime probably explains the differences in construction worker total compensation estimates across all 

three projects--Desert Sunlight  with the fastest schedule ($145,602) vs. Topaz with a slower schedule but 

fewer workers per megawatt ($138,750) vs. the smaller CVSR  project ($105,140) with a slower schedule 

and more planned workers per megawatt.    

 Developers and contractors on large industrial projects sometimes have strong economic interests 

in accelerating construction to get to market faster even if it means a considerable increase in 

construction labor costs either through scheduled overtime or overmanning the job.  Much of the 

variation in total compensation for construction workers found in Table 1 may well reflect variations in 

developer/contractor strategies regarding the use of overtime in building the project.  Both 550 MW 

projects (Topaz and Desert Sunlight) assume a 25 year life with 15 operators annually employed.  

 We will return to Table 1 later to compare our assumptions to these previous reports.  We will be 

seeking a middle ground between the more conservative Aspen approach and the more optimistic 

approaches of the other reports. 

Section 4: Estimating Employment and Earnings 

Hourly Compensation Assumptions for Imperial County  
In our analysis, we will use the prevailing wages and benefits for construction crafts in Imperial 

County as the basis for calculating construction worker earnings in the building of photovoltaic solar 

capacity there.  Table 2 shows the hourly wage rate, health, pension, vacation and apprenticeship training 

contributions for the various construction trades typically found building photovoltaic electrical 

generation utility construction projects.  (See Figure 10).  The apprenticeship hourly wage rate in Table 2 

is set at 60% of the journeyworker hourly wage rate reflecting a mixture of beginning and advanced 

apprenticeship wage rates.  (Apprentices start out at 40% or 50% of the journeyworker wage, and this 

percentage rises as the apprentice works towards graduation.)  At 2080 hours, annual wage income for 
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these crafts runs between $54,371 (laborers) to $77,688 (carpenters).  These wage incomes do not assume 

any overtime and fall within the range of wage incomes shown for the other analysts' reports in Table 1 

some of which may include scheduled overtime earnings. 

Table 2: Hourly wage rates, benefits and training contributions by craft, Imperial County44 

 

 Annual total compensation including apprenticeship contributions at 2080 hours per year runs 

between $69,572 for a piledriver apprentice to $116,043 for an operating engineer.  Again these total 

compensation estimates fall within the range for other analysts shown in Table 1 (although their estimates 

include payroll taxes while these calculations, as yet, do not).  In order to calculate an average hourly wage 

rate and an average annual total compensation (sans payroll taxes), we need to estimate the mix of 

apprentices and journey workers as well as the mix of crafts that would build photovoltaic solar farms.  

Employment Assumptions for Imperial County Projects 
For each of the previous studies, row 14 of Table 1 shows the FTE worker job-years required to put 

in place one megawatt of nameplate capacity (which equals total job-years/total megawatts).  These 

worker-years-per-megawatt ratios range from a low of 2.2 in the Hamilton and Berkman report for the 

Topaz project to a high of 2.7 in the Hamilton, Smith and Banda study of the CVSR project with an 

average of 2.4 across all projects.  Some of this variation has to do with how accelerated the construction 

of the project is.  Projects using more overtime will require fewer workers because each worker is working 

more.  We will assume the average of 2.4 FTE-worker-years per megawatt-put-in place to calculate the 

total FTE job-years required to build 1250 MW of nameplate photovoltaic solar capacity in Imperial 

County.   

 This assumption results in an estimated 3000 FTE worker-years to build 1250 MW of 

photovoltaic solar capacity shown in Table 1 column (3000 FTE job-years=2.4 times 1250).   The other 

projects shown in Table 1 range in size from 250 MW to 550 MW to a combined 800 MW for the two San 

Luis Obispo projects.  These projects are assumed to take from 26 months to 36 months to complete.  We 

will assume that putting 1250 MW of nameplate capacity in place in Imperial County will take 5 years.  

This assumption allows the total capacity to be on-line by 2020 helping to meet California's new green 

electrical generation requirements.45   

 There is a tradeoff associated with the assumption regarding the length of projects and their local 

economic impact.  For any given size project, the shorter the assumed length of construction, the more 

overtime must be paid to accelerate construction or the more workers per megawatt must be employed to 

finish quickly.  Thus, shorter projects generate more total wage income per megawatt due to scheduled 

overtime or alternatively to crowding the job with more workers.  By itself, this means a greater offsite 
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local impact of the new work due to more disposable income for workers to spend in the local community.  

On the other hand, accelerated work puts pressure on the local labor market due to increased labor 

demand per megawatt installed.  Thus, while overtime may simply mean using local workers more 

intensively, crowding the job with more workers may mean more travelers which in turn may mean more 

wage income spent outside the local community.  In assuming 5 years to construct 1250 MW of solar 

capacity in Imperial County, we are seeking a balance between these two affects.  We are assuming a 

longer set of jobs or jobs stung seriatim over a longer period, which means that this nameplate green-

electrical capacity will more easily be built with local labor; but we are also assuming no overtime which 

means the local labor will earn less.  This reflects the kind of balancing of assumptions analysts must do in 

estimating the local economic impact of building new industrial capacity and also our effort to make 

moderate assumptions. 

 Table 1 (column h) shows that if it takes 3000FTE worker-years to build 1250 MW of photovoltaic 

generation capacity, and  if the construction projects together lasts 5 years, on average, 600 FTE workers 

would be employed per year.  With a local Imperial County construction labor force of about 2000 

workers and currently, with about 50% of these workers unemployed,  it is conceivable that local workers 

could meet the 600 FTE workers-per-year required by the envisioned Imperial County facilities.46  All the 

previous reports except Aspen do assume that local construction workers would build the facilities they 

reviewed. 

 However, because some of the skills required on these types of projects are scarce, in the case of 

Imperial County, it probably is too aggressive to assume that all the workers could be recruited locally.  

Laborers and apprentices will probably all come from the local labor force given the extraordinarily high 

local unemployment rate and the limited skill barriers confronting beginning apprentices and laborers.47  

Some already trained journeyworkers for the other crafts are likely to travel to this work from San Diego 

and other Southern California counties or perhaps even from Nevada or Arizona.  Some professional and 

engineering staff may move to Imperial County for the duration of these projects which for our purposes 

would make these professional quasi-local workers in the sense that they would be spending much of their 

income locally. 

 Only the Aspen Group report among the studies summarized in Table 1, explicitly divides the 

construction workforce between county-local and outside-the-county traveling construction workers.  

Aspen assumes that 64 percent of the workers on the CVSR and Topaz sites come from San Luis Obispo 

County.48  Assuming, as they do, that fewer construction workers are sourced locally reduces their 

estimate of the economic impact of new jobs because traveling construction workers spend less in the 

local community where the construction job takes place.   

 Aspen's approach reflects their more conservative or skeptical stance regarding the local benefits 

of these solar projects built in rural areas.  With a modification, we will follow Aspen's conservative 

assumption.  Aspen does not distinguish between apprentices and journeyworkers; nor do they 

distinguish between laborers and the more skilled crafts.  While a large project may require some already 

skilled construction workers to travel from elsewhere, apprentices can be sourced locally especially in 

places such as Imperial County where a well-paid construction career is worth going into and overall 

unemployment rates are high.   With typical apprenticeship ratios of 3 journeyworkers to 1 apprentice49 

and a construction time frame of 5 years, many new entrants to industrial construction could be trained 

on this facility.  We will estimate the number of apprentices by craft on this project below.  Further below, 
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we will estimate the long-term local impact of creating a new generation of skilled construction workers in 

Imperial County.  

 Here we will assume that the apprentices on this job will be locally sourced.  We will also assume 

that the laborers on this job will also be locally sourced.    Figure 10 (above) shows the projected 

occupational composition for the CVSR project.  We use these percentages in Table 3 to calculate the 

estimated local and nonlocal workers for the Imperial County projects.  The percent of each craft plus 

administrative and professional workers among all FTE workers is shown in the first row of Table 3.  For 

3000 FTE job-years, these percentages are translated into FTE job-years per occupation in row 2.  Based 

on an apprenticeship ratio of 3 journeyworkers to 1 apprentice, the number of FTE apprentice job-years 

by occupation is shown in row 3.  Rows 4 and 5 reflect the assumption that all apprentices on the job are 

locally sourced.  There are an estimated 514 FTE local apprentice job-years which over a 5 year 

construction period is about 103 FTE apprentices 

on the projects each year.  

  Thus the 5-year construction of this 1250 

MW of solar capacity means that at least 100 

Imperial County young people would have entered 

well-paid construction careers had this capacity 

been built in Imperial County instead of Mexico.  

But given that many of these apprentices would be 

rotated out of this work into other jobs elsewhere 

in order to expand their work experience, probably 

many more Imperial County youth would have 

become skilled construction craft workers due to 

this new work opening the door for them.  We will 

discuss the lost economic value and impact of this 

foregone opportunity in more detail below. 

 Row 6 in Table 3 shows the estimated number of journeyworkers by occupation plus professional 

and supervisory workers while rows 7 and 8 show the locally sourced and travelers among these workers.  

As stated above, we assume that all the laborers on the project would have come from Imperial County 

and also we assume that the professional workers either would have come from Imperial County or more 

typically, for this kind of industrial construction, we assume that these professional workers would have 

moved to Imperial County for the duration of the project.50   

 Row 9 shows the basic results in Table 3.  For occupations other than laborers and professionals, 

we assume that 36% of the journeyworkers and 0% of the apprentices for a combined 27% of these FTE 

craft workers would have been travelers from outside Imperial County.  We assume that laborers, 

apprentices and professionals would have been all local (or in local residence) with the result that overall, 

we estimate that 19% of the FTE construction workers on this project would have been from outside 

Imperial County and 81% will be local.  This compares to Aspen's assumption that 64% would be local and 

the other reports' assumption that 100% would be local.  Again our approach reflects the kind of balancing 

of assumptions required to estimate the local economic impact of building an industrial project such as a 

1250 MW of solar capacity. 

So our assumption for skilled craft workers 

will be the same as Aspen's (the most skeptical 

analysis) that 64 percent of the skilled craft 

journeyworkers will be local to Imperial 

County and 36% will be travelers.   In contrast 

to Aspen, we will assume that all the 

apprentices and laborers on the project will 

come from Imperial County.  Our assumptions 

balance the differences between the more 

conservative Aspen approach with the more 

optimistic approaches of the other analysts. 
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Table 3: Estimated number and percent local FTE  workers vs. travelers on Imperial County  projects 

 
Source: see Figure 10; note components may not sum to total due to rounding error 

 

 Because the envisioned facilities would have operated for 25 years, we assume that all the 

operations personnel would have been either local or would have moved to Imperial County and become 

local.  Based on the average megawatts per FTE operations and maintenance workers assumed in the 

various reports summarized in Table 1, we assume that there will be 40 maintenance and operating 

workers for this 1250 MW of solar facilities.  (See Table 1.)   

Average Hourly Wage Rate and Annual Earnings 
Table 4 takes information on FTE job-years by craft and journeyworker/apprentice from Table 3 

and combines it with hourly compensation information from Table 2 to calculate total compensation by 

local journeyworkers and apprentices and travelers on this project.  Rows 2 through 5 in Table 4 show the 

FTE job-years by craft broken down by local and traveling journeyworkers plus apprentices.  As in Table 

3, we assumed that all the apprentices plus all the laborers would have been locally sourced.  Column e in 

row 2 shows the FTE job-years for the professional, administrative, engineering and other non-craft 

workers on these sites.  Again, as in Table 3, we assume that the professional workers would have been 

either locally sourced, or more likely, would have moved to Imperial County for the duration of the 

projects.   

 Table 4: Calculating total compensation by craft 

 

Carpenters Op. Eng. Piledrivers

Admin. Super. 

& Other Ironworkers Laboerers Elecrtricians Total

1 Percent of total FTE worker-years 0.24% 1.79% 9.05% 11.80% 13.97% 19.67% 43.48% 100%

2 Total FTE worker-years (rounded) 7 54 271 354 419 590 1305 3000

3 Apprentices 2 13 68 0 105 0 326 514

4 Local apprentices 2 13 68 0 105 0 326 514

5 Traveling apprentices 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

6 Journeyworkers or professionals 5 40 204 354 314 590 978 2486

7 Local journeyworkers 3 26 130 354 201 590 626 1931

8 Traveling journeyworkers 2 14 73 0 113 0 352 555

9 Percent from outside Imperial County 27% 27% 27% 0% 27% 0% 27% 19%
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 Rows 7 through 9 transfer the hourly total compensation including apprenticeship contribution 

information from Table 2.  While we have precise information on compensation for the construction crafts 

from prevailing wage determinations, we must estimate the professional and other non-craft, on-site, 

hourly total compensation rate; and we set that at $50 per hour.  This reflects a mixture of better-paid 

professionals and other non-professional white collar workers that would have been on-site. 

 Rows 11 through 13 in Table 4 multiply the FTE job-years shown in rows 1 through 4 times the 

corresponding hourly compensation rates shown in rows 7 through 9 times 2080 hours per year.  (Again, 

this 2080 hour figure assumes no overtime). 

 Column i provides totals for each row with the punch lines found in rows 14 through 16.  Row 14 

shows the total local wages plus benefits (including training contributions which do not go to the worker 

but rather to the local training program) paid on this project.  Line 15 shows the total for travelers and line 

16 shows the grand total for compensation. 

 A set of calculations similar to those of 

Table 4 shown in a footnote yield an average 

hourly wage rate of $33.23 with traveling workers 

earning, on average, $35.97 per hour and a local 

average hourly wage rate of $32.60.51  Locals 

include apprentices and laborers who would have 

earned less relative to journeymen craft workers 

pulling down the local wage relative to travelers.  

On an annual basis, across crafts and including 

both journeyworkers and apprentices, the average 

wage rate of $33.23 yields an annual wage income 

excluding benefits of about $69,000 per year. 

Table 5: Average  hourly and annual total 
compensation by Imperial County and traveling 
worker 

 

 Table 5 is derived from column 1 of Table 4 and shows the average hourly and annual 

compensation per worker by Imperial County and traveling workers.  Because apprentices and laborers 

would have been both local and paid less, Imperial County workers, on average, would have earned less 

than travelers.  The average annual income plus benefits of all workers on these projects is $93,894 with 

an average hourly total compensation of $45.14.  Adding the employer share of payroll taxes (6.2% for 

Social Security, 3.4% for Unemployment Insurance and 1.45% for Medicare) adds 11% to total 

We calculate an average hourly wage rate of 

$33.23 across all crafts including laborers and 

apprentices.  The average annual income plus 

benefits of all workers on these projects is 

$93,894 with an average hourly total 

compensation of $45.14.   

Adding the employer share of payroll taxes 

(6.2% for Social Security, 3.4% for 

Unemployment Insurance and 1.45% for 

Medicare) adds 11% to total compensation 

yielding an average hourly payroll cost of just 

over $50, and an average annual per capita 

payroll cost of $104,223.    

This total compensation estimate of $104,223 

is below most of the estimates for construction 

workers in previous studies shown in Table 1.  

Lower total compensation estimates decrease 

the calculation of the negative impact of not 

creating these new jobs. 
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compensation yielding an average hourly payroll cost of just over $50 and an average annual per capita 

payroll cost of $104,223.    

 This total compensation estimate of $104,223 is below most of the estimates for construction 

workers in previous studies shown in Table 1 line 20, and is similar to the assumptions these studies made 

for the total compensation of operations and maintenance workers.  (Table 1, line 30)   

 All other things equal, lower total compensation for construction workers leads to a smaller 

economic impact from the building a project.  Thus, relative to the more optimistic reports reviewed 

above, our approach tends towards the more conservative both in terms of the number of locals who 

would have worked on these projects and in terms of how much they would have been paid.  However, our 

approach is more optimistic than the low-wage Aspen scenario which has both a lower estimated wage 

and fewer local workers compared to our assumptions.  We believe that the Aspen approach is too 

conservative because 1) its low wages rely upon surveys dominated by residential rather than industrial 

construction workers, and 2) Aspen does not consider that laborers and apprentices are likely to be almost 

entirely locally sourced.  Otherwise, our assumptions regarding the percent of local journeyworkers is the 

same as Aspen's. 

Section 5: Local Economic Benefits Lost 

1: Apprentices: More than 100 Lifetime Careers Lost with a Net Present 

Value Loss of $127 Million in Wages and Benefits 
One advantage of the International Brotherhood of Electricians (IBEW) and other craft-oriented 

apprenticeship programs (operating engineers, ironworkers, piledrivers) that would have filled roughly 

25% of the required craft labor supply in building this solar capacity in Imperial County is that craft 

training is rounded training.  Apprentices learn a full range of skills in their craft enabling them not only 

to construct solar farms but also to build other green electrical facilities and other industrial and 

commercial facilities more generally.  For instance, an electrical apprenticeship program includes not only 

the skills needed for traditional construction but the skills required to also  build green energy projects: 

Electricians employ the use of a variety of green technologies including energy efficient lighting, 

systems and appliances; motion and occupancy sensors, dimmers, timers, and smart power 

strips; and PVC free cables. They install wireless switches for remodeling, electrical consumption 

economizers - devices that reduce energy use of AC units - and programmable thermostats as well 

as daylight harvesting system, which uses photosensors to detect light levels in a room.  

Electricians also are knowledgeable about different types of renewable energy, such as solar, 

wind, and geothermal, and are able to integrate these sources into a comprehensive energy 

efficiency system. In addition to working on commercial and residential building retrofits, they 

also work on wind turbine installations, parking lot electrical outlets, electrical vehicles, mass 

transit and light rail projects, and smart electrical grid transmission systems.52 

 Imperial County has a growing need for green skills associated with the building of centralized 

green electrical generating facilities and also due to the installation and retrofitting of green technologies 

on commercial and residential buildings.  Thus, the 1250 MW of lost work that we consider here is a 

foregone future for young Imperial County residents.  This lost work could have proved to be a major 
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stepping stone for Imperial County youth towards well-paying and lasting careers in an expanded and 

better skilled Imperial County construction workforce.  In other words, this 1250 MW of work would have 

been a gift that kept on giving after the solar capacity, itself, was complete. 

 All collectively bargained agreements in California construction require paying training 

contributions into registered apprenticeship programs.  Table 6 shows the hourly training contribution by 

craft for the 2011 collectively bargained agreements applicable to Imperial County.  They range from 24 

cents per hour of work for Operating Engineers to 86 cents per hour for electricians.  The next column in 

Table 6 shows the percent of all work done by each craft based on the force curve provided by SunPower 

for the California Valley 250 MW photovoltaic solar project.53   Total hours for this project were calculated 

by multiplying 2080 hours (52 weeks times 40 hours per week) against the 680 full time equivalent blue 

and white collar workers projected to build this 250 MW facility.  The next column multiplies total hours 

times each craft's share of these total hours and then times each craft's hourly apprenticeship 

contribution.  The result is an estimate of the apprenticeship training investment emerging from the 

building of the California Valley project with the caveat that this calculation used the training 

contributions that would apply to work in Imperial County.  The last column multiplies these training 

investment sums by 5 to scale up apprenticeship training investment from a 250 MW facility to 1250 MW 

of photovoltaic solar generating capacity. 

Table 6: : Investment in worker training by craft from the construction of  250 MW and 1250 MW of 
solar generating capacity 

 

Sources: training contribution rates  http://www.dir.ca.gov/dlsr/pwd/index.htm  

Total and share of hours on project  

http://www.californiavalleysolarranch.com/pdfs/Economic_Impact_to_SLO__Final1.pdf 

(Total hours on 250 MW project = 680 FTE job years * 2080; total hours on 1250 MW project = 5*total hours on 250 

MW project) 
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 The results in Table 6 may surprise those not familiar with the amount of formal training that 

actually occurs in unionized construction.  More than half of this investment on a project like the 

SunPower California Valley project would have gone towards the training of new electricians.  SunPower 

estimates that there would be 294 FTE electrician job-years  on their 250 MW project.  Because this 

project is anticipated to run for almost 3 years, there would be about 100 FTE electricians on this project 

in any one year (equaling about 300 electrician job-years over 3 years).  For 1250 MW of solar generating 

capacity, we could have anticipated about 5 times as many electrician job-years or about 1500 job-years 

for electricians over five years.  This mean s that about 300 FTE electricians per year would have worked 

on these Imperial County projects. 

 With a journeyworker-to-apprenticeship ratio of 3:1, 300 FTE electricians in total would imply 

225 FTE journeyworker electricians and 75 FTE electrician apprentices on the job each year over a 5 year 

period.  The electricians' apprenticeship program lasts five years and involves 1,020 hours of classroom 

training and as well as 8000 hours of on-the-job 

training.   

During the first three years of 

apprenticeship, [electrician] apprentices 

go through [a] compressed and vigorous 

curriculum two nights a week – one night 

for lecture and one night for hands-on 

applications of their skills.  Apprentices 

are required to pass various competency assessments to successfully complete their classes.   In 

the last two years of apprenticeship, apprentices have the choice of selecting a “career path” or 

specialty field.  Each career path comprise of several continuing education and skill improvement 

classes.  Typical “career path” classes consists of the following:    AutoCAD, Advanced Motor 

Controls, Low Voltage, Electrical Certification Prep,     Electronics (Analog and Digital), Fire 

Alarm Systems, Instructional Leadership, Service Equipment, Test Equipment, Photovoltaics, 

Job/Project Management, Programmable Logic Controllers.54 

 While in reality, these 75 FTE electrician apprentices eventually would have been rotated off this 

solar work in order to work on other types of jobs and expand their skills and experience, for simplicity, 

let us assume these 75 workers would have stayed until the 5 years were up and the 1250 MW of 

generating capacity was built.  The $2,644,682 invested in their training from this job over five years 

would have amounted to a human capital investment of $35,262 for each apprentice or $7052 

per apprentice per year over five years.    

 To provide a perspective on this per apprentice investment, California spends approximately 

$13,000 per student per year for four years in the University of California system.55  Thus, not counting 

the value of the on-the-job aspects of this apprenticeship training, this 1250 MW set of facilities would 

have invested in classroom training for each student the equivalent what the state invests in University of 

California student over three years ($35,000 vs. $39,000).  In addition to this $35,000 investment in 

classroom training paid for by contractor contributions into the apprenticeship program, apprentices 

receive on-the-job training under the supervision of a journeyworker.  While no precise figure can be 

placed on this on-the-job instruction, it could easily close the gap between what is invested in these 

apprentices and what the state invests in University of California students over three years.   

Union contractors building 1250 MW of solar 

generating capacity in Imperial County would 

have at the same time invested more than $4.5 

million in apprenticeship training over five 

years.    
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 Furthermore, in contrast to university students, apprentices earn while they learn: the apprentice 

wage starts around 50% of the journeyworker wage the first year and moves upwards about 10 percentage 

points per year through the apprentice's indentureship.  These earnings, of course, also include solid 

family health insurance coverage.  So continuing this comparison to formal higher education, in contrast 

to University of California students, each apprentice that would have been employed building this 1250 

MW of capacity in Imperial County would have been, in effect, on a full scholarship with benefits.  Among 

other losses associated with approving the Sempra tieline is the foregone human capital investment, 

foregone scholarships, foregone creation of a skilled local labor pool and foregone careers that would have 

been created by apprenticeship training on this lost work. 

 As mentioned above, most apprentices would have been rotated out before the completion of this 

solar capacity.  Those moved out would have received comparable investments in their training derived 

from the apprenticeship training contributions generated by jobs elsewhere onto which they would have 

been rotated.  Thus, in general, once 

apprenticeship openings would have been created 

by the construction of a 1250 MW photovoltaic 

electrical generating capacity in Imperial County, 

due to collectively bargained agreements, the 

process of investing more than $7000 per year in 

twice-per-week classroom training for each 

apprentice would have been set in motion.  This 

classroom training would have been made real by 

on-the-job supervised experience and enriched by 

job rotation.  In short, building 1250 MW of solar 

generating capacity in Imperial County would not 

only have created jobs, it would have created more 

than $4.5 million in human capital investment and 

accumulation which is the foundation for a 

lifetime of work in a career such as an electrician 

or iron worker or other craft worker in the 

construction industry.   

 This training would have come at a useful 

time because over the entire United States the 

trained construction labor force is aging.56  Even in the prolonged aftermath of the Great Recession, 

trained older construction workers from the Baby Boom generation continue to retire.  The training of 

skilled construction workers in Imperial County financed by the construction of solar generating capacity 

would have helped support the process of recreating a skilled construction labor force by providing some 

of the investment needed to replace the Baby Boom bulge of skilled construction workers as it accelerates 

its movement into retirement.57 

 Over their worklife, the value to a young Imperial County worker of obtaining five years of on-the-

job supervised electrical training and more than $35,000 in employer-union investment in classroom 

training would have been substantial.    Because of the skills developed through extensive formal 

apprenticeship training, apprentices who turn out as union electricians earn substantially more than they 

otherwise would absent that training.  The current hourly wage rate in Imperial County for union 

The $2,644,682 invested in electrical 

apprenticeships from this job over five years 

would have amounted to a human capital 

investment of $35,262 for each of 75 

apprentices or $7052 per apprentice per year 

over five years.    

To provide a perspective on this per apprentice 

investment, California spends approximately 

$13,000 per student per year for four years in 

the University of California system. 

Because they earn while they learn, in contrast 

to University of California students, each 

apprentice that would have been employed 

building this 1250 MW of capacity in Imperial 

County would have been, in effect, on a full 

scholarship with benefits.   
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electricians is $36.65 which for 2000 hours in a year amounts to an annual individual income of 

$73,300.58  (2000 hours allows for two weeks of unpaid vacation or unemployment per year.)  In 

addition, this union journeyworker currently receives $6.48 per hour in health insurance contributions 

and $4.35 in pension contribution.  At 2000 hours per year, this amounts to about $13,000 in health 

insurance coverage and $8700 in pension investment.  With a median family income in Imperial County 

of just under $37,000, this individual income of $73,300 plus benefits amounts to a substantial annual 

economic gain compared to a worklife without this upfront human capital investment of $35,000 in 

classroom training plus 5 years of supervised on-the-job training.59   

 In rough terms, in Imperial County, the difference between the skilled worklife of an electrician 

and one without this human capital investment amounts to about $36,300 per year ($73,300 minus 

$37,000), plus additional pension and health benefits.  Assuming that the apprentice turns out as a 

skilled journeyworker electrician at age 25 and works until age 65, that amounts to 40 years of additional 

income of $36,300 per year.  Using an inflation-

adjusted real discount rate of 2 percent, the net 

present value in today's dollars of that additional 

income is $993,000 per worker.  This means that 

an approved Sempra tieline  across the border and 

the construction of 1250 MW of green-energy-for-

export in Mexico costs each Imperial County 

would-be electrician apprentice almost $1 million 

in foregone income, with the correspondingly 

diminished worklife, loss of family friendly 

benefits, reduced economic contributions to the 

local economy and reduced taxes paid into the 

local community. 

 We have shown that approximately 75 

apprentices would have turned out as 

journeyworker electricians over five years from 

building a 1250 MW solar capacity in Imperial 

County.  If those 75 workers stayed within the 

county construction labor force over their careers, that would have generated an additional $74,475,000 

in personal income in Imperial County over 40 years (calculated in terms of net present value in today's 

dollars).  Similar personal earnings losses obtain for the other crafts.   Even unionized laborers who do not 

run a registered apprenticeship program nonetheless invest significant sums to build the skill level of their 

members.  A general calculation of the present value of the total lifetime personal income loss associated 

with losing 103 newly skilled construction workers (514 FTE apprentice job-years divided by 5) is as 

follows: each worker would have earned approximately $35,000 per year more than they will earn absent 

this training.  Each worker would have experienced these gains annually for about 40 years.  The net 

present value of these losses would be $957,000 per worker.  These workers also lose top notch health 

insurance and pension benefits.   

 Across crafts, in Imperial County, these lost benefits amount to about $10 per hour.  In general 

terms, this is about twice what they will receive in unskilled jobs in the county not counting differences in 

social security contributions.  At 2000 hours of work per year, this benefit loss sums to about $10,000 per 

In Imperial County, the difference between the 

skilled worklife of an electrician and one 

without this human capital investment 

amounts to about $36,300 per year ($73,300 

minus $37,000), plus additional pension and 

health benefits.  

 The net present value in today's dollars of that 

additional income over a 40 year worklife is 

$993,000 per worker.  That would have 

generated in today's dollars, an additional 

$74,475,000 in net present value  personal 

income in Imperial County with all the 

additional consumer  business and additional 

tax revenues that would have spun out from 

these new skills and this new income. 
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year.  So the wage and benefit loss derived from this failure to invest in human capital amounts to 

$45,000 per year over what these young workers will earn without the doors to skill investment having 

been opened with the loss of this 1250 MW of solar capacity.   

 The net present value of this loss of wages and benefits over a 40 year worklife from 

age 25 when they would have turned out as a journeyworker to age 65 when they 

presumably would have retired is more than $1.2 million per apprentice.  For the 103 lost 

apprenticeship positions as a group, this is an almost $127 million present value loss in 

earnings and benefits over what they will earn without this training.   

 And with the loss of this 1250 MW of solar farms, Imperial County loses as well.   These lost 

earnings and benefits will not be spent locally; they will not stimulate the local economy; they will not add 

to the local tax base.  Equally important, increased local human capital and corresponding skills will go 

missing.  This will leave the local construction 

industry less able to respond to the economic 

development possibilities that otherwise would 

have emerged over the 40 year work lives of these 

lost skilled workers.   

 This is why the apprenticeship training 

and investment dimensions of 1250 MW of 

photovoltaic construction is a gift that keeps on giving to multiple recipients: the workers themselves, the 

employers that will need them and the business community that will serve them.  Salient among those 

potential lines of local economic growth and employment would be the various aspects of the green 

economy that are emerging from the Great Recession, responding to rising energy costs and likely to be 

important to the future Imperial County economy due to its solar potential. 

 Furthermore, these newly skilled workers rather than posing a potential burden on public services 

could also become mainstays of the local health delivery system and other local public services due to the 

additional health insurance contributions and tax contributions they could to the local economy.  Building 

solar capacity in Imperial County in fact helps build the health delivery system of the County while 

building the local tax base over a 40 year period.  All these benefits are lost when this work is lost.  The 

proposed Sempra tieline is not just about electricity.  It is also about foregone opportunities, lost 

worklives and diminished economic development prospects.  Setting aside these broad worklife 

considerations, we now narrow our focus to the specific worksite jobs lost and the upstream and 

downstream jobs that are foregone if and when the tieline is approved. 

2: 14,893 Lost Jobs and $551 Million in Lost Earnings  
 Table 7 shows the number of job-years created by building a 1250 MW photovoltaic electrical 

generating capacity in Imperial County.60  Starting with the assumption derived above in Table 1 that the 

projects would require 3000 FTE job-years over a 5 year period with 489 local workers and 111 travelers 

as discussed in Table 3, an input-output computer model, IMPLAN, was used to calculate the number of 

jobs that would be created off-site either from the demand for construction materials and supplies or from 

the demand for consumer goods and services stemming from the labor incomes of these 600 FTE 

workers.61   

The proposed Sempra tieline is not just about 

electricity.  It is also about foregone 

opportunities, lost worklives and diminished 

economic development prospects.   
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Table 7: On-site jobs (direct), supply chain jobs (indirect) and consumer demand jobs (induced) lost 
by foregoing 1250 MW photovoltaic electrical generating capacity in Imperial County: county, state 
and U.S. impacts. 

 

 Table 7 shows the jobs-loss for Imperial County, for the state of California, and for the U.S. as a 

whole of not building 150 MW of generating capacity in Imperial County.  The upper panel shows the jobs 

loss in total FTE job-years while the lower panel shows the same loss as an annual average number of FTE 

jobs.  (The lower panel simply divides the totals in the upper panel by 5 years).  Looking at Imperial 

County first, not all of the 600 construction jobs per year that the projects would have required would 

have gone to Imperial County residents.  (See Table 3).  While 111 workers on the construction site would 

be travelers, 489 would be locals, working annually for 5 years for a total of 2445 FTE job-years of local 

work lost if the Sempra tieline is approved.   

 An additional 80 local workers annually would have had new jobs in the local supply chain that 

within Imperial County supports construction.  Most of these 80 supply-chain jobs would have been in 

engineering services; commercial and industrial machinery renting, repair and maintenance; trucking; 

automotive maintenance and repair; ready-mix concrete manufacturing and wholesale trade (primarily 

construction hand-tools and materials such as fencing).  The workers who would have been newly 

employed within the local supply chain, in turn, would have created new consumer demand in Imperial 

County which also would have created additional jobs from this "indirect" effect.   

 An additional 119 workers would have found new jobs serving the increased consumer demand 

associated with the employment of 489 local workers on this work.  (Also the model assumes that 

travelers would spend 20% of their income locally on gas, food and in some cases, rental housing.)  The 

biggest sectors of the Imperial County economy which would have added new jobs due to this increased 

consumer demand (the "induced" effect) are food services and drinking places, household services, 

physicians, dentists and other health practitioners, grocery stores, and other retail stores. 

 The main benefit in Imperial County from the construction of this capacity would have been the 

jobs building the solar farms, themselves.  The spinoff-jobs are an important side-benefit but because 

Imperial County is economically small (albeit geographically large), and thus, the ability of the County to 

fill in the supply chain and meet consumer demands is limited.  When we step back to the level of 

California, as a whole, more of what is needed to build this new capacity could be supplied by the 

California economy and more of what the workers on this job would have demanded in terms of consumer 
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goods and services could also be supplied by the California economy.  To see this, in the California column 

in Table 7, there are 600 new workers and 3000 FTE job-years.  This reflects an assumption that the 

travelers would have all come from California.  This may not be true.  Some may come from Southern 

Nevada or Arizona.  If so, then the California column slightly overstates the California-impact of the loss 

of these new jobs building this capacity because these out-of-state travelers would have spent the bulk of 

their new income in their home state.  But for the moment, let us assume all the travelers would have been 

from California.    

 With this simplifying assumption, Table 7 shows a big jump of more than a 6 fold loss of new jobs 

both in the supply chain and in the consumer chain due to the foregone opportunity to employ 600 new 

workers on these projects including 111 travelers.  So while the omission of 489 newly employed Imperial 

County construction workers creates the loss of an additional 199 new jobs elsewhere (80 supply chain 

and 119 consumer chain new jobs), the omission of 600 newly employed California workers (489 from 

Imperial County and 111 from elsewhere in 

California) creates the loss of an additional 1357 

new jobs in the state's industrial supply and 

consumer sectors.  With the very high 

unemployment rate in California, the foregone 

jobs across the state are a painful loss. 

 When we scale up to the U.S. economy, as 

a whole, the construction supply and consumer 

demand chains lengthen and even more new jobs 

are lost from foregoing the original 600 jobs.  For 

every foregone new job lost in Imperial County by 

not constructing this electrical capacity, almost 4 

new jobs are lost elsewhere somewhere in the U.S.  

Imperial County's 489 jobs plus the additional 111 

travelers (who now in the analysis could have 

come from Nevada, Arizona or other states) lead to 

2379 new jobs lost elsewhere in  the U.S. economy, 

each job-loss continuing for 5 years for a total of 

almost 15,000 FTE job-years of new work lost over a 5 year period.  All 15,000 of these new job-years are 

lost when this domestic capacity is replaced by facilities in Mexico using a 1250 MW transmission line to 

bringing this green electrical generation from across the border.62 

 Because these lost jobs are across a range of industries, occupations and locations, we need to 

attach an average wage income representing all of these lost jobs.  The median weekly earnings of 

the nation's 98 million full-time wage and salary workers of $755.63  For 52 weeks, this 

amounts to $39,260.    For 14,893 lost job-year across the United States, this amounts to a 

total net present value of lost wage income of $551 million due to approving the Sempra 

cross-border transmission tieline. 

 

  

For every foregone new construction job lost in 

Imperial County by not building this electrical 

capacity in the U.S., almost 4 new jobs will be  

lost elsewhere somewhere in the U.S.   

The 600 construction jobs lost in Imperial 

County lead to 2379 new jobs lost elsewhere in  

the U.S. economy, each job-loss continuing for 

5 years, for a total of almost 15,000 FTE job-

years of new work lost over a 5 year period. 

And these jobs losses come at just the wrong 

time.  While new jobs are always needed and 

lost jobs always regretted, in the wake of the 

Great Recession, new jobs are needed now 

more than ever.   
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3. Operation Employment Loss of 40 Jobs Lasting 25 Years Each for a Net 

Present Value Loss of $78 Million in Earnings 
Table 1 column g shows that across the three other projects reviewed in this report, there were, on 

average, 31.1 megawatts of nameplate capacity per local administrative, operation and maintenance 

worker on these sites.  We use this average to calculate the number of operations workers that would have 

been needed for 1250 MW photovoltaic electrical generating capacity in Imperial County.  Dividing 1250 

MW by 31.1 yields an estimated 40 administrative, operation and maintenance workers required for this 

larger Imperial County generation capacity.  All of the analysts of these other facilities assumed that their 

sites would have at least a 25 year usable lifetime.  We will assume the same.   

 Thus, 40 annual FTE operations workers times 25 years yields 1000 new job-years that would 

have been needed to operate this photovoltaic generation capacity in Imperial County.  We assume the 

average annual wage and benefit incomes for 

operation workers derived from the reports on 

these other facilities.  This amounts to $69,250 in 

wage income and $33,214 in annual benefits 

including Social Security, Medicare and 

Unemployment Insurance for a total of $102,464 

in annual total compensation for 40 workers that 

is lost when the Sempra tieline is approved.  This 

amounts to a loss of more than $4 million in new 

worker pay in Imperial County annually for a total loss of more than $100 million in today's dollars over 

the life of the facility.  The net present value of this loss assuming the operation jobs would not have 

started until after the five years required to build this capacity is $78 million using a 2% real, inflation-

adjusted, discount rate. 

4. Lost Tax Revenues of Almost $300 Million 
Building 1250 MW solar generating capacity in Imperial County would have increased local, state 

and federal tax revenues directly through employing workers on these projects, indirectly through 

employing workers and creating new business activities supplying these projects; and it also inducing new 

business activities and employment in serving the consumer demands of the workers on these projects 

and the consumer demands of workers and proprietors supplying these projects.   

 Using IMPLAN, we calculate that over 5 years of construction, the total loss in government tax 

revenues at all levels would be just short of $300 million.  (Table 8)  Over $100 million in state and local 

revenues would be lost.  These calculations are based on Table 9 and Table 10 which assess the statewide 

loss.  This allows consideration not only of lost new tax revenues that would have been generated within 

Imperial County but also lost new tax revenues that would have been generated outside the county.  Thus, 

this considers the job-generating expenditures of traveling construction workers that would have worked 

on the project but spent their income in their home county.  It also considers suppliers outside of Imperial 

County but within California that would have served the needs of this construction work in Imperial 

County.  While the bulk of increased local tax revenues losses will be in Imperial County because most of 

the workers would have spent most of their income within their home county, the category local tax 

includes taxes collected at the local level anywhere in California. 

The total loss in government tax revenues at all 

levels would be just short of $300 million.  

This, at a time, when the California state 

budget and the budgets of most county, 

municipal, school district and other 

governmental  entities are in severe crisis.   
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Table 8: Lost tax revenues from the foregone statewide direct, indirect and induced employment and 
business effects from building a 1250 MW solar power in Imperial County 

 

Table 9: Imperial County plus travelers  statewide effect only on state and local tax revenues 

 

Table 10: Imperial County plus travelers  statewide effect only on federal cal tax revenues 
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5. Comparing Our Results to the Other Recent Impact Studies 
To provide a standardized comparison of our results to those of the previous recent studies 

reviewed in this report,  in line 1, Table 11 summarizes the total job-years  within the county of direct 

construction employment, indirect supply-chain employment and induced consumer-chain employment 

found by various analysts for the three photovoltaic solar farms shown in Table 1.   

 In Table 11 in line 1, the direct construction worker job-years and other construction-site 

personnel required for the building of these various projects are shown.  Line 1 in Table 11 is the same as 

line 13, Table 1 with the exception that for the Aspen Group analysis in columns c, d and for our analysis 

in f only local county construction workers are included.64  This reflects the fact that the Aspen report and 

our report took into consideration construction travelers in analyzing county specific employment effects.  

The predicted total within-county indirect supply chain job-years and induced consumer chain job-years  

are shown in lines 2 and 3 of Table 11.  Total direct, 

indirect and induced job-years from construction 

(but not subsequent operation) are shown in line 

4. 

 To compare across reports, lines 5 through 

8 in Table 11 divide job-years for each type of job 

creation by the nameplate capacity of the project 

or combined projects.  Column f shows our results and column g shows the average results for the other 

four reports, excluding ours.  The Aspen Group is in the Table twice because as mentioned above, Aspen 

provided a low-wage (LW) and a high-wage (HW) scenario.  Aspen's double entry lowers the averages for 

workers per megawatt of capacity shown in column g, but this is perhaps fair because Aspen's is the only 

report under review that does not have a connection to the various project developers.  Our job-year 

predictions fall between Aspen's more skeptical analysis and the average for all the other analyses 

excluding ours. 

 Our direct employment on the construction site workers per megawatt is midway between 

Aspen's and the others due to the fact that we, like Aspen, distinguish between traveling and local 

construction workers while the other reports do not.  But because we, unlike Aspen, consider all 

apprentices to be local and all laborers to be local, our direct job-years per megawatt rate is higher than 

Aspen's.  This difference drives the remaining differences shown in Table 11.  With more local direct 

employment per megawatt compared to Aspen, there ends up being more indirect and induced 

employment compared to Aspen.  On the other hand, with less direct employment in construction per 

megawatt of capacity compared to the other reports, we obtain fewer indirect and induced job-years per 

megawatt compared to these other reports.  In terms of the overall job-years multiplier per megawatt of 

photovoltaic capacity installed, Aspen reports 2.4; we report 2.8; the average of the other three reports is 

4.3 and the average for all the reports other than ours is 3.5.   

 

Our calculations of job impact per megawatt 

constructed  fall in the middle of these other 

four reports while  leaning slightly towards the 

more skeptical Aspen approach. 
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Table 11: A comparison of the total job-years of direct employment, indirect supply chain 
employment and induced consumer chain employment effects of photovoltaic construction in this 
and other recent reports65 

 

 Thus, we fall in the middle of these reports leaning slightly towards the more skeptical Aspen 

approach.  The primary difference among these reports is in the treatment of construction travelers.  We 

discuss our treatment of this issue above some length with a summary of our approach shown in Table 3.   

Conclusions 

 

 The proposed Sempra 1250 MW tieline connecting the California grid to envisioned new wind-

farms in Mexico is about foregone opportunities, lost human capital investment, lost worklives, lost tax 

revenues, and diminished economic development prospects; and also, it is about which regulatory 

authority,  California or Mexico, should oversee the environmental impacts of building green generation 

capacity for the California grid.  And, it is about undoing some of the economic good and jobs stimulated 

by the first set of subsidized, utility-scale solar projects fast-tracked by the Interior Department. 

 This report focused on the economic losses to Imperial County, the state of California and the 

nation as a whole stemming from San Diego Gas & Electric/Sempra’s proposal to import green-generated 

electricity from Mexico to meet its legally required quota of renewable energy generation  in California 

instead of building that generation in California, itself.  We show that if green generation capacity is built 

in Mexico, it displaces generation that would be built domestically.  It is very unlikely, given the relative 

cost of renewable energy generation relative to fossil fuel energy generation that San Diego Gas & Electric 

will exceed its legally mandated renewable energy quota.  So building green energy is a zero sum game.  If 

it is built there, it will not be built here.  In this report, we analyzed the substantial loss of jobs, the loss of 

income and the loss of tax revenues associated with not building this 1250 MW of renewable energy 

electrical generation capacity in the United States. 

 Should Sempra be allowed to build its proposed tie line , we demonstrate that the most likely 

immediate loser would be the workers, businesses and taxpayers of Imperial County, California.  Sempra 

proposes to build its tieline across the Mexican border near the Imperial County-San Diego County border 
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(see map, Figure 1).  Sempra proposes to connect to a transmission line carrying electricity from Imperial 

County to San Diego County.  And Imperial County is rich in prospective photovoltaic electrical energy 

possibilities.  So the zero sum game plays out with Imperial County the loser.   

 How much does Imperial County lose?  For starters, Imperial County loses 2445 job-years on the 

lost construction sites themselves.  In addition, Imperial County loses another almost 1000 job-years of 

off-site spinoff jobs in the supply chains and consumer chains that would have served the foregone 

construction work.  In total, Imperial County will lose 3439 job-years of employment at a time when it is 

facing an unemployment rate of 27.9%, the highest county unemployment rate in the nation.   

 But in addition to this lost work, Imperial County also loses out on more than $4.5 million in 

human capital investment that would have gone into the training of more than 100 apprentices on this 

lost construction work.  The fact that this door to better skills and better pay will not open if the Sempra 

tieline is approved means that more than 100 local Imperial County youth will each lose annually more 

than $36,000 in additional income (plus lost benefits) that they would have otherwise  earned if their 

skills had been upgraded on this lost work.  Over the 40 years of their worklives, in net present value 

terms, these 100 plus young people will each lose more than $1.2 million in wages and benefits due to the 

fact that the door to opportunity will be closed on them when the Sempra tieline is approved.  Collectively, 

this amounts to a net present value of $127 million in lost income and benefits for workers in Imperial 

County.  This in turn lowers the long-term tax base of the County, reduces demand for local goods and 

services, and serves as a continuing drag on local economic development. 

 Imperial County also loses out on 40 operation and maintenance jobs that would start when the 

construction was over and would last for 25 years.  This is a total of 1000 lost job-years.  With wages of 

more than $60,000 and benefits and payroll taxes taking total compensation to over $100,000, these lost 

jobs amount to a loss of $4 million annually in local payroll in Imperial County.  The net present value of 

this lost payroll over 25 years starting 5 years from now is $78 million in today's dollars. 

 But Imperial County is not the only loser in any approval of Sempra's tieline.  California will lose 

9787 job-years, more than 6000 additional job losses over and above those lost in Imperial County alone.  

California's loses are greater simply because, as a small county, Imperial County imports from other 

regions of the state many of the supply-chain and consumer-chain goods and services that would have fed 

this new Imperial County work.  So when Imperial County loses, California loses.  And because this work 

is going to Mexico and not another state in the Union, the U.S. labor market as a whole loses out.   We 

calculate that almost 15,000 job-years will be lost to the U.S. economy in its entirety from the loss of 1250 

MW of generating capacity in Imperial County. 

 What is the value of these lost jobs?  With unemployment rates stubbornly high and job growth 

excruciatingly slow, the human value of these lost jobs is not fully calculable in money terms.  Protracted 

unemployment hurts children, strains marriages, drives up stress, forces families to forego health care, 

leads to foreclosures and blighted neighborhoods.  But if we are to reduce these lost job-years to narrowly 

defined dollar terms alone, the median full-time wage in the U.S. is $39,260.  So each lost job year costs 

an unemployed individual who could have had one of these jobs almost $40,000 per year plus lost 

benefits.  The net present value of these almost 15,000 lost jobs-ears is more than $550 million in lost 

wages.  Piled on top of these lost wages are the loss of health and pension benefits, and the loss of payroll 

taxes into unemployment insurance, workers compensation and social security. 
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 From the government's perspective, the loss of jobs associated with Sempra's tieline translates 

into a loss of local, state and federal tax revenues.  Taken together, this sums to a loss of tax revenues 

amounting to almost $300 million.  So in a period of high unemployment, Sempra's tieline means jobs are 

lost:  in a period of government fiscal crisis, Sempra's tieline means that tax revenues are lost.  These 

losses should be seriously considered in any evaluation of the merits of Sempra's proposal to import 

captive green energy from Mexico. 

 The good news is, decision makers have the authority and ability to keep these jobs, skilled 

apprenticeship training opportunities, and tax benefits in Imperial County, in California and within the 

United States.  During this prolonged aftermath of the Great Recession, when jobs are needed most, and 

nowhere more than in Imperial County, will state and federal leaders act to steer the economic benefits of 

building and operating renewable energy generation to California; or will they allow these jobs to slip 

away, leaving residents in Imperial County with merely the unfulfilled hope of a greener, more 

economically prosperous future?  
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61 MIG, Inc., IMPLAN System (data and software), 502 2nd Street, Suite 301, Hudson, WI 54016 
www.implan.com 
62 A Comparison of IMPLAN with JEDI, an Alternative Specialized Computer Program: 

 IMPLAN is a widely used program for analyzing local economic impact of new projects.  JEDI is a 

similar input-output program developed by the Department of Energy using IMPLAN mulitpliers but 

adapted to the specific construction characteristics of various types of electrical power generation 

facilities.   

 One of JEDI's advantages in its specialized photovoltaic electrical generation construction 

program is that the user can adjust the program based on the percent of solar modules bought locally and 

manufactured locally.  In this case, locally means California.  Because the solar modules in a photovoltaic 
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solar farm account for about 50% of all construction material costs, the extent to which a new facility 

creates new domestic jobs along its supply chain depends upon whether these solar panel modules are 

manufactured and sold locally.  Indeed, the overall impact of new solar generating capacity in California 

will depend significantly upon whether California ramps up its ability to manufacture these photovoltaic 

solar panel modules to meet new demand.  There is some evidence that this will happen; but this remains 

an open question. 

 
 This Table reproduces the job estimates from IMPLAN shown for California in Table 7.  This 

Table compares these results with 5 estimates derived from JEDI using 5 different assumptions regarding 

the purchase of solar panel modules from California manufacturers.  Column a reproduces the California 

job estimates from Table 7 with total FTE job years in the upper panel and average number of jobs per 

year in the lower panel.  Column b shows estimates from a JEDI model assuming that no solar panels for 

the project are bought from California manufacturers.   

 The balance between supply chain jobs and consumer-based jobs differs somewhat between the 

IMPLAN and JEDI models.  Nonetheless, in the aggregate, the IMPLAN model and the JEDI model in 

column b (the one that assumes no panels made locally) have very similar results:  IMPLAN predicts 

1,957 new jobs annually including 600 on-site while JEDI predicts 1,912 new jobs annually including the 

600 on-site.  These models diverge once we assume, in the JEDI model, that California begins making 

solar modules for this project. 

 Once the JEDI models assume some of the solar panels come from California manufacturers, the 

number of supply-chain jobs grows dramatically.  (Scan lines 2 and 6 from columns b to f to see total FTE 

job-years and jobs-per-year grow as the local sourcing of solar panels goes from 0% to 100%).  The 

consumer-chain jobs also grow but more slowly.  Their growth is due to the consumer demand created by 

the new jobs needed among the manufacturers of solar panels to supply this 1250 MW project.  In the 

JEDI model, when state manufacturing of solar panels goes from 0% supplied to 100% locally sourced for 

this project, state supply-chain employment jumps from 870 new jobs to 1,973 new jobs.   

 Overall in the JEDI model, these projects accounting for 1250 MW of photovoltaic electrical 

generation capacity and employing 600 workers per year for 5 years will generate 1,912 jobs per year for 5 
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years in California if none of these jobs are in solar panel manufacturing.  That jumps to 3,423 jobs per 

year for 5 years if all of the solar panels for this project are bought from California manufacturers.   

 It may be, however, that if a comparable capacity were built in Mexico, that the Mexican facilities 

might buy their solar panels from California manufacturers.  It  remains an open question whether or not 

California solar panel manufacturing will ramp up to meet the emerging demand for photovoltaic solar 

panels associated with the new construction that is coming on-line.  It also remains an open question 

whether US construction contractors are more likely to buy US solar panels compared to Mexican 

contractors buying U.S solar panels.  Hypothetically, if Mexican contractors bought the same number of 

panels from California as California contractors would have, then these solar-panel supply chain effects 

could be similar whether the solar farms were built in Mexico or California. 

 Thus, conservatively, we set aside these solar-panel specific supply-chain estimates derived from 

JEDI and focus on the IMPLAN results which are similar to the JEDI results with no locally bought solar 

panels. 
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